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IJITRODUCTIOF 
Relation of Study to Requirements 
of Farm Buildings 
Farm buildings, other than the disellings, are generally 
different from most other buildings in that the roofing and 
sheathing may be the only materials between the enclosure and 
the sun or outside air. Hay moi9s, machinery sheds, corn cribs 
and granaries, poultry houses, and one-story dairy barns are 
typical examples of farm buildings with this type of construc­
tion. Some of these buildings may be lined or even insulated. 
However, this type of construction is used only in colder 
climates as a method of preventing heat loss from animal shel­
ters in the winter. It is not considered as a necessary pro­
tection from the solar energy in the summer for either animals 
or stored products. For example, the farm buildings in the 
South are seldom insulated, as it is not considered necessary 
since the winters are comparatively mild. However, the low 
temperature in the winter may not result in as great a loss 
to the farmer as the high temperature in the summer. 
As a result of the lack of insulation in farm buildings, 
and particularly in the roof, the inside temperature often 
exceeds the outside temperature by several degrees F under 
summer conditions. This is mainly due to the absorption and 
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transmission of solar energy by the roof to the interior. 
The increase in the temperature of the inside may be harmful 
not only to the occupant of the building but also to the 
products stored within the structure. 
In a study of the influence of temperature on milk pro­
duction and feed consumption in dairy cattle, Ragsdale (23) 
et aX, found that 80 to 85° F is a critical temperature at 
which the depressing effect on milk production, feed consump­
tion, and body i?6ight becomes evident. At 105° F feed con­
sumption and milk production virtually stop. 
Poultry suffer tremendously at a high temperature and 
production falls significantly above 70° F (2). In discussing 
ways to keep poultry cool, Quigley (22,p,6) made the follow­
ing statements 
Over much of the United States, summer heat is 
more costly to poultrymen than is -winter cold; 
... In constructing poultry houses, farmers 
have been Tisorrying about winter comfort and have 
been neglecting the probably much more important 
job of creating satisfactory summer conditions. 
It appears that summer temperature in laying houses should 
not exceed the outside air temperature. 
As for the storage of products, there are results of ex­
periments (11) i^hich shoY! that the high temperature existing 
in S'torage buildings in the summer results in losses of saro-
tene from hay, corn, and alfalfa meal. According to Holman 
et al, (14), insects do not breed in stored grain until the 
temperature exceeds 70® F, Hence if the temperature is 
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maintained below this level, insect damage to the grain is 
prevented. 
Objectives of Study —• 
Until this investigation, data "were not available to 
determine the effects of roofing materials on the temperature 
inside farm buildings, or to calculate the solar energy which 
•would be absorbed and transmitted through the roof section. 
Since these factors are important in maintaining proper en­
vironment for animals and safe conditions for storage of pro­
ducts, it was desirable to develop a method for determining 
them. Also, it was desirable to study the heat flow outward 
through the same roof sections under winter conditions. This 
would make it possible to determine the relation between the 
roofing materials under both summer and winter conditions. 
Therefore this study was initiated with the following objec­
tives s 
1, To review all factors affecting the absorption of 
solar energy by roofing materials and its transmission to the 
interior, 
2, To study the factors affecting the flow of heat out­
ward through roof sections, 
3, To develop a method to mathematically account for the 
effects of the factors influencing solar heat absorption and 
transmission. 
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4. To. develop a formula whereby the amount of solar 
energy absorbed and transmitted to the interior by the vari­
ous standard roof section can be computed, assuming the in­
side and outside air temperatures are knom* 
To develop a formula TShereby the inside air tempera­
ture of a given building may be predicted if the outside tem­
perature, the quantity of solar heat impinging on the outside 
surface, and the average over-all coefficient of heat trans­
mission are known. 
6. To determine methods of treating or changing standard 
roof sections which Tsould loiser the quantity of solar energy 
transmitted to the interior. 
7. To make an experimental study to correlate the theo­
retical analysis -with actual conditions. 
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HIBTORICAL 
The Project 
Project 1011, "The Utilization of Aluminum and Aluminum 
Products in Farm Buildings and Equipment", ^as started by the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station in 194-7. The project 
is sponsored hy the Aluminum Company of America, and it has 
as its objective the improvement of farm buildings through 
the use of aluminum in improved methods of construction and 
proper application. As aluminum was a relatively new farm 
building material at that time, the Aluminum Company of Ameri­
ca believed considerable study was necessary to develop cor­
rect methods for its use. They also desired to find out where 
aluminum should not be used as isell as where it 'would serve 
satisfactorily. Any material improperly applied or used in 
the wrong place may result in its failure and the dissatis­
faction of the material. 
Review of Literature 
Little work has been done on the effects of roofing 
materials on the temperature in farm buildings under summer 
conditions. Molenaar and Perry (20) did some work of this 
nature as early as 1939. In the same year Ives (15) included 
-.6~ 
summer conditions as a part of a study of factors affecting 
heat flo^ through roof sections covered with sheet steel. In 
194-1 Cox (6) studied temperatures under various sheet steel 
roof sections which included a study of summer conditions. 
Most of the above work was of a qualitative nature. Ives' 
and Cox's work dealt only 'with steel and its possible alter­
ations to lower the temperature under the same, A portion 
of Ives' work included calculations of the altitude and 
azimuth angles of the sun and these results were used in this 
study rather than repeating the calculations. Since the 
above studies were of a qualitative nature, it was indicated 
that more work should be done to determine quantitative re­
sults and a procedure for predicting the portion of solar 
heat absorbed and transmitted to the interior of buildings 
coi'ered with different roofing materials. 
Statements as folloiffs by Molenaar and Perry (20,p.224) 
indicate the nature of their work and the results. 
The effect of bright aluminum paint was quite 
marked, making the galvanized iron on strips 
as cool as unpainted galvanized iron on sheath­
ing, and making that on sheathing as good as 
aluminum-painted wood shingles. On shingles the 
aluminum paint was as good as one-half sheet of 
board insulation placed against the sheathing. 
Coblentz and Hughes (5) studied the effect of the emis-
sivity of paints for decreasing or increasing radiation from 
surfaces. According to their work, a coating of aluminum 
paint applied to the top of an opaque canopy reduces the heat 
radiated from the underside by ^0 per cent, A coat of 
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aluminum paint applied to the underside of a cotton duck tent 
cloth shuts out 85 per cent of the heat rays. 
In the case of open shelters, "Where the interior tem­
perature may "be only slightly different from the outside air 
temperature, less heat "Would be exchanged "between the occu­
pants and the underside of the roof if it were a material "With 
lo"w emissivity. This would result in a more comfortable con­
dition for the animals or other occupants. 
Luchars and others (17,p.41) did considerable ^ ork on 
the effect of the conductivity of the material on the amount 
of solar energy transmitted to the inside. They made the fol­
lowing statements concerning the transmission of solar heat to 
the inside$ 
Estimates of sun heat are still new enough so there 
is a divergence of opinion as to what should "be 
done. On the ishole it cannot he said that the data 
or method for estimating sun heat through walls and 
roofs are in good shape. 
Stewart (27,p. 131), as late as 194-8, in discussing solar 
heat gain through "walls and roofs for cooling load calcula­
tions, made the following statement: 
In view of the large discrepancies het'Ween funda­
mental theory and test results, it is evident that 
additional experimental research is needed to ration­
alize theory and practice. 
Statements such as these indicated that further work on 
solar heat transmission was needed. Furthermore it was be­
lieved that solar heat transmission was more important in 
farm buildings than in any other type of building. 
«i8~ 
After a thorough review of literature on solar heat 
transmission through roofs, a method which appeared to be 
quite effective in the prevention of the absorption of solar 
energy and its transmission to the interior is (1) to paint 
the outside surface with white paint, and (2) to paint the 
underside with aluminum paint. This combination should be 
quite effective in lowering the amount of heat transmitted 
to the underside. In the first place, white lead paint re­
flects a large per cent of the solar radiation impinging on 
its surface. It also emits heat rapidly, being within 4 or 
•? per cent of a lampblack paint which approaches a black 
body. Therefore, if it is on the outside, heat is given off 
to the atmosphere rather than to the inside. Also because 
of the fact that it does emit heat at a high rate, the mater­
ial reaches equilibrium at a lower temperature than one with 
a lower emissivity if other conditions are constant. With 
aluminum'^paint OR the inside, a minimum amount of heat is 
transmitted to the inside by radiation from the surface. 
Little reference has been given to roofing materials in 
the foregoing discussion, Nevertheless, these may be just 
as important as treating the surface by painting with alumi­
num or white paint. An example of such a material is alumi­
num, which has a low absorptivity for solar energy and also 
a low emissivity. In discussing the use of aluminum to keep 
out solar heat, Quigley (22,p.20) made the following state­
ments? 
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One of the most promising materials now available 
for summer comfort is aluminum in various forms 
for roof treatment as the roof is the principal 
point to take effective measures to keep out the 
heat. It appears tlimt aluminum, as far as heat 
insulation is concerned, has certain technical 
advantages in comparison with structural insula­
tions. 
In the above discussion summer conditions were considered. 
However, the -winter conditions cannot be overlooked. Tempera­
tures must be maintained high enough to prevent isater systems 
from freezing. Also the fact that combs and -wattles of chick­
ens are likely to freeze at about 20® F necessitates the main­
taining of a relatively warm temperature within the building. 
The comfort of the -worker must also be considered, as discom­
fort may lead to poor care and poor management, resulting in 
a loss in production. 
Scoates (26), Ives (15)? Dingle (7)j Cox (6), and 
Nemerver (21) all studied heat losses through roof sections 
covered with gal-vanized steel sheets under Iowa winter condi­
tions. However their work did not take into account the 
possibility of using other materials. Furthermore, no method 
was developed to compare the efficiency of a roof under sum­
mer conditions to the efficiency unde^ winter conditions. 
Hence it was thought that the various roofing materials should 
be studied under both conditions. 
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AN AMLYSIS OF HEAT FLm THROUGH ROOFS 
Factors Affecting Heat Flow 
Through Roofs 
Solar heat 
The solar energy absorbed and transmitted through a roof 
of any building and its effect on the temperature of the en­
closure are dependent on many factors. Therefore, these fac­
tors have to be considered in developing rational method 
whereby the quantity of solar heat flow and inside temperature 
may be predicted. A list of these factors according to their 
dependence and controllability is as follows? 
Independent Factors 
Unc ontr oilable 
Solar radiation 
Cloudiness 
Water vapor 
Smoke, dust, etc. 
Ozone 
Temperature of outside air 
Velocity of air 
Precipitation 
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Controlla"ble 
Roof of structure 
Slope of roof 
Orientation 
Absorptivity 
Emissivity 
Over-all coefficient of heat transmission 
Understructure 
AU factor 
Thermal capacity 
Air change 
Stored goods 
Dependent Factors 
Solar Energy Absorbed 
Temperature of Roof Surface 
Heat Transferred Through Roof 
Temperature of Air in Enclosure 
The solar energy reaching the earth's surface is depen­
dent on the cloudiness, water vapor, smoke, dust, ozone, thick­
ness of the air layer, and other foreign particles which may 
be present in the air. Without these factors the solar energy 
striking a surface normal to the sun's rays at the earth's 
surface would be 425 Btu/ ft^ hr. The above factors reduce 
this quantity by a considerable per cent depending on the time 
and the amount of the above substances in the atmosphere. 
According to Fishenden and Saunders (9) the solar energy 
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incident on the earth's surfaces averages about 225 Btu/ft^ hr, 
"but it may he as high as 300 Btu/ft^ hr. 
The temperature and velocity of the outside air along 
with precipitation affect the rate at which solar heat is 
transmitted to the surrounding air after it is absorbed by the 
roof surface. When the air is cool and moving at a high ve­
locity, the quantity of heat transferred to it from the var­
ious surfaces which it strikes is large. When the air is re­
latively warm and it is not moving, the rate of heat transfer 
is low. 
Precipitation striking a solar heated surface in the sum­
mer cools the surface rapidly. It also cools the air through 
which it falls by adiabatic evaporation. 
The portion of the solar energy reaching the earth*s sur­
face which strikes a given roof surface, depends on the slope 
and orientation of the roof. Also a part of this quantity may 
be reflected back into space with the remaining energy being 
absorbed by the material. After the energy is absorbed, the 
temperature to which the material rises and the rate at which 
heat is transmitted to the interior depend on the thermal 
capacity, emissivity, and over-all coefficient of heat trans­
mission. 
The temperature of the Interior, resulting from the solar 
energy flowing through the roof, depends on the "*AXT factor" 
and the thermal capacity of the understructure. Also the air 
change and the thermal capacity of the stored products have 
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a direct effect on the resulting temperature. When the air 
change is large, the heet transmitted to the interior is re­
moved rapidly, resulting in a saall differential between the 
inside and outside temperaturt*. 
Conventional methods used prior to this study di«S not 
take all of the ahove factors into consideration. Luchars 
and others (17) proposed a method of estimating the flow of 
solar heat through roofs and walls based on (1) the solar 
radiation absorbed, and (2) the over-all coefficient of heat 
transmission of the roof. This method is given in Table I, 
However, it fails to take into consideration several of the 
above mentioned factors. For example, it does not take into 
account the emissivity of the inside surface, the temperature 
of the air in the interior, the iwind velocity or the "AU 
factor", and the thermal capacity of the understructure. 
Xjuchars and others (17) admitted that the estimation of solar 
heat floTS was far from being inclusive and complete and that 
the method of application of the procedure "was not agreed upon. 
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Tafele I 
Selar Radiation Transmitted to th© 
Interior by Walls and Roofs 
Over-all Coefficient 
Transmission of Wall 
of Heat 
or Roof 
Decimal Part of Absorbed 
Solar Radiation Trans­
mitted to Inside 
0.10 0.02 
0.15 0.03 
0,20 0,04 
0.25 0.05 
0,30 0.062 
0.35 0.075 
0.40 0.085 
0»45 0.095 
0.50 0.105 
0.60 0.130 
0.70 0.150 
Interior heat 
Most of the factors •which affect solar heat floT» inward 
through the roof also affect the rate of heat flow outward through 
the roof. The solsr energy striking the roof surface is not an 
exception to this. Solar radiation isarms the outer surface, 
thereby lowering the rate of heat flow outvjard in the winter. 
The only trouble with this is that during the period when the out­
side temperature is the lowest, for example at night, there 
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is no solar radiation present to •warm the outer surface. 
Hence, the period of maximum flow occurs when many of the above 
factors have no direct bearing on it. When the factors affect­
ing heat flov!> outward through roofs were considered, the above 
factors which affect the flow during the daylight period were 
omitted as they were discussed previously. 
One of the main factors affecting heat flow outward through 
roof sections at night is the low effective radiant temperature 
of space. According to Pishenden and Saunders (9) the effec­
tive temperature of space on a clear night is approximately 
-40 to -50® F. Hence this explains why it is possible to se­
cure temperatures at the earth's surface that are considerably 
below the temperature of the surrounding air. For example, 
an unheated surface loses heat by radiation to the surround­
ing space and its temperature drops until the heat gain from 
the surrounding air is equal to the heat loss. Since air is 
stable when the coldest air is located at the lowest point, 
there is little tendency for the air to mix. Therefore, as 
this process continues the air next to the surface becomes 
colder, and the rate of transfer from the air to the surface 
tends to decrease. This often continues until the surface 
temperature is 15 to 20° F below the temperature of the air 
a few feet above. However, if the air is moving mixing occurs 
and it is not stable, thus preventing the extreme difference 
in the temperature of the surface and the surrounding air. 
In the above case the effect of the emissivity of the 
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stirface is readily seen, A surface of high emissivity gives 
off heat rapidly by radiation, whereas a surface of low emix-
sivity gives off heat more slowly. The ratio of radiant heat 
loss between two materials is equal to the ratio between the 
eraissivities of the two surfaces. 
The effect of clouds at night is well known. They act 
as a barrier between surfaces and the outer space. Therefore 
the effecJtive radiant temperature approaches the temperature 
of the clouds which for relatively low clouds is only a few 
degrees F below the surrounding air temperature. Also the 
water vapor in the air, regardless of whether clouds are 
formed or not, tends to decrease radiation losses. However, 
in the winter in the colder areas the amount of vapor present 
is generally low and as a result has little effect on the 
radiation losses, 
Basic Laws of Heat Transmission 
Ihen a procedure for estimating heat flow through roof 
sections is to be determined, it is desirable to review the 
three basic methods of heat transmission. These methods are 
conduction, convection, and radiation. The laws governing 
heat transmission by these methods are fundamental to the 
development of any procedure for calculating heat flow and 
should be given careful consideration. The nomenclature used 
in writing the laws of heat transmission in symbolic form and 
in the equations developed in this study is given in Table II. 
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Table II 
Nomenclature 
A Area through which heat flows at right angles, ft^ 
Ay Area of roof, ft^ 
A^ Area of walls, floor, etc, of understructure, ft^ 
a Absorptivity of the material for solar radiation, 
fraction 
C Constant 
c Specific heat, Btu/lb °F 
e Effective emissivity of the material at ordinary 
temperature given by the formula i 
e ~ i i "• i 
©1 ©2 
•where 1 and 2 refer to surfaees 1 and 2 respectively 
hrtw Surface conductance coefficient for moving air, 
Btu/ft^ hr °F 
he Surface conductance coefficient for natural convection, 
still air, Btu/ft^ hr 
Surface radiation coefficient, Btu/ft^ hr °F 
i Angle of incidence of sun's rays ^ ith surface, de­
grees, 
I Solar energy striking a surface normal to the sun's 
rays at the earth's surface, Btu/ff^^ hr 
IJ Solar energy incident on a surface at some angle i, 
Btu/ft2 hr, li = I cos i 
Ij^ Solar energy incident on a horizontal surface at the 
earth's surface, Btu/ft^ hr 
k Thermal conductivity at ordinary temperatures, 
Btu/ft2 hr ©F inch 
(Continued on next page) 
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Table II (Continued) 
K Ratio bet's?©en the area of the wall and the area of 
the roof 
q Hsat transferred by natural conduction and convec­
tion, Btu/ft^ hr 
q „ Heat transferred by conductance and convection in 
moving air, Btu/ft^ hr 
qy Heat transmitted by radiation, Btu/ft^ hr 
Re Thermal resistance from the outside surface to the 
inside air hr/Btu 
Thermal resistance through portion of wall x, 
OF hr/Btu 
T Absolute temperature, °F 
t Thermometric temperature, °F 
OS, is, o, i, 1 & 2 Symbols indicating outside surface, 
inside surface, outside air, inside air, and sur­
faces or bodies 1 and 2 respectively, 
TJ Over-all coefficient of heat transmission 
V Velocity of air in m.p.h. 
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Heat transfer bv condaction 
Heat flowing from a region of high temperature to one 
of lov? temperature in a given "body is termed conduction. The 
accepted theory is that the molecules in the high temperature 
region have a higher velocity than the molecules in the lower 
temperature region and the heat is transmitted by the mole­
cules in the high temperature region to the low temperature 
region by imparting some of their energy to them. The law of 
conduction states that the instantaneous rate of heat trans­
fer dq is proportional to the area dA through which the heat 
flows at right angles and to the temperature gradient -dt/dx. 
It may be written as follows: 
dq = -kdA g (15 
The proportionality factor k is called the thermal conductivity 
and its dimension as used in this study is Btu/ft^ hr °F/in. 
Heat transfer bv conduction and convection 
According to McAdams (18) the heat transmitted by a sur-
taoe because of conduction and natural convection, qc, in 
still air depends on a constant multiplied by the temperature 
difference raised to the 1,2$ power. Hence the heat transfer 
by conduction and natural convection is given by the following: 
where C is a constant depending on the direction of heat flow 
and the slope and length of the surface. Again for 
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simplifIcation it is convenient to use the folloiwing relation: 
•where h^, is equal to ^ ("^1 - ^2^^ lf£ or C(ti -
ti - t2 
If the outside air is not calm, and in most cases it is 
not, the above relationship no longer holds for the outside 
surface. Hence experiments have "been conducted to determine 
the rate at which a surface gives up heat when the wind is 
blowing at some given velocity. The relation for heat trans-
ffiittance under such conditions is written as folloisss 
The coefficient has been determined in most cases by ex­
perimentation. 
Radiant heat exchange 
The radiant energy given off by a surface is dependent 
on its emlssivity and its temperature in absolute degrees 
Fahrenheit raised to the fourth power. Hence it can be shown 
that the net radiant heat exchange betiseen two bodies is cal­
culated as follows! 
qj, a 0.173 X 10-Q 0(T^  - Tp (^ ) 
Q 
Where 0,173 x 10*"® is Stefan-Boltzisann's constant and the 
other terms are as given above. For simplification in devel­
opment of the following formulas it is convenient to use the 
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folloifving relations 
Inhere is equal to 0«173 x 10 ^  e(T^ ••> T^) 
t^  - "^ 2 
In this case hj, is a variable depending on the difference "be-
t"ween the absolute temperature of each surface raised to the 
fourth poiser divided by the temperature difference. Hence it 
must always be treated as such a variable. 
Solar energy transmission 
In addition to there being radiant heat exchanged by 
radiation bet^i?een bodies and surfaces, located relatively 
close to the earth^s surface, a surface exposed to the sun^s 
rays receives an additional quantity of radiant heat. If the 
intensity, I, (Fig. 1), of solar radiation striking a surface 
normal to the sun's rays is known, the intensity of the 
energy, Ij^, impinging on another given surface may be deter­
mined. This is accomplished by multiplying the intensity of 
the radiation, I, on the surface normal to the sun*s rays by 
the cosine of the angle of incidence, i, of the sun's rays 
•with the second surface as followss 
= I cos i (7) 
The angle of incidence of the sun's rays is the angle betiffeen 
the sun's rays and a normal to the surface. 
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ANGLE OF 
INCIDENCE^ 
I COS. L CI-OO (ENERGY REFLECTED) 
I COS L ^ A 
(ENERGY ABSORBED) 
I (INTENSITY OF SUN ON A 
PLANE NORMAL TO ITS RAYS) 
rov-'os 
(RADIATION) 
CO^'OS (CONVECTION) 
(CONVECTION) 
Mc^ti - to) P-
(AIR CHANGE) (RADIATION) 
UA(ti-to) 
(CONDUCTION) 
Mc/^t 
rCHEAT ABSORBED) 
Fig. 1. Heat balance of a building exposed to 
solar radiation. 
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Development of a Procedure for Determining 
Solar Heat Flow Through Hoofs With 
Inside Temperature Known 
Ihen any material which is not a perfect reflector is 
exposed to the radiation to the sun, this material receives 
energy and increases in temperature. This continues until a 
condition of thermal equilibrium is reached, where the heat 
lost is equal to the heat gained. This condition is also 
true of any compartment or building covered with any roofing 
material. Hence it was on these bases that the problem of 
estimating temperatures of roofing materials and the enclo­
sure below was made. If the temperatures can be predicted, 
the estimation of the heat flow becomes a relatively simple 
problem. 
Heat balance for a roofing material exposed to 
solar radiation 
Still air. If it is assumed that one side of a thin 
material is subjected to the rays of the sun and that thermal 
equilibrium exists, the solar heat absorbed by the material 
is equal to the quantity of heat given up by the same. Hence, 
the following relation may be written for one square foot of 
areai 
I cos i X a = q^ + qj. (8) 
Since the material has two surfaces, 1 and 2, heat is given 
mmZA-" 
off "by both surfaces. Therefore Equation 8 is expanded as 
followsJ 
I cos i X a = q^^^ « q^j^ + q^g * ^ t2 ^9) 
When the above relations for heat transfer by conduction and 
convection and radiation given in Equations 2 and 5 are sub­
stituted for qQ and q^, in Equation 9» it becomess 
I cos i X a = C(tx - + 0,173 x 10-^e(Tj - T^) 
+ C(t2 - + 0.173 X 10-®e(Tf - tJ) (10) 
If the material is used as a covering for some interior 
below, the heat given off by the underside is transmitted to 
this interior. When the proper symbols are substituted, as 
given in Equation 10 above, it becomes usuable for estimat­
ing solar heat floi? through the material to the interior be­
low as folloTSss 
V -  ^0-173 X 10-®e(Tjg - T^ ) 
• C(tig - » 0.173 X 10-®e(T|g - (11) 
It v/as assumed in Equation 11 that the effective radi­
ant temperature of the surrounding space, surfaces, etc,, is 
approximately equal to the temperature of the air. According 
to Boelter et al (3) this is sufficiently accurate for most 
calculations. 
A further simplification of Equation 11 was made by sub-
i?tituting values of Equations 3 and 6 for conduction and con­
vection and radiation in their proper places. However 
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subscripts & and i ^ @p© added to indioate outside sirid inside 
respectively as followsf 
® * ^ Ci^ i^s * ^ i^  
• ^i<^is - %> <2.2) 
Values to use in Equation 12 for to the outsiS® ansi insid® 
respectively must he eelculated IVom the values of C given 
in Tabl© IV page 41 of this dissertation* fhe values to use 
in the same equation for may taken from Fig, 3 on page 
Since (in the ahove derivation) the roofing mterisl was 
assumed to he thin^ the outside t©ap©ratur©» and the in­
side temperstur©, tjg, ar€f equal. However, in most buildings 
the roofing material is not thin, or if it is thin^ it is 
placed ov©r ?Jood sheathing ^hich acts es an insul^stor between 
the outside and inside. If this is the ease, it becomes neces 
sary to ea:pr®8s th^ Inside surface te^psratur© in terras of 
th© outside surface temperature. This is accomplished by us­
ing th© relation that the change in the teraperature through 
a wall or substance is directly proportional to its resistsnc© 
Thus, if th© resistance from the outside surface to the in­
side surface is and th© total resistance from the outside 
surface to the Interior air is it follows that 
i^S ® O^S • <"^ 00 ** *^ i^  
Hence, assuming that th© inside end outside temperatures and 
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the solar energy impinging on a unit area are knoisn, Equation 
12 contains only one unknown, tgg, for which it may be readily 
solved. It may then "be used to calculate the heat flow 
through the roofing materials to the interior where 
h^i(t^g - t^) and - tj|_) are the quantities of heat 
transmitted "by conduction and convection and radiation to the 
inside respectively. 
Moving air. When the material is exposed to moving air, 
the only difference in Equation 12 is the conduction and con­
vection heat transfer for the outside surface. Therefore 
Equation 4 should "be used in place of Equation 3 ^hen substi­
tuted into Equation 11 for the outside surface heat transmis­
sion "When the wind is blowing at some velocity, v. 
Air change required to maintain a given 
inside temtaerature 
Under summer conditions it is practically impossible to 
have too much ventilation during the late morning and afternoon 
periods. The ideal case would probably be to have enough air 
movement to maintain approximately the same insid© temperature 
as exists outside^ Theoretically it would take an infinite 
amount of ventilation to accomplish this if heat is being trans­
mitted through the roof to the interior. 
If the outside air temperature and movement, the solar 
energy impinging on a roofing material and roof section .^ith 
given characteristics, and the "AU factor" of the sidewalls, 
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along with the desired inside temperature are known, the 
quantity of outside air required for ventilation to maintain 
the desired inside temperature may "be calculated. This is 
accomplished "by -writing a heat balance for the incoming and 
outgoing heat as followss 
heat flowing in » heat floising out by conduc­
tion, convection and radia­
tion + heat removed "by air 
change 
The heat flowing into the interior per square foot of roof 
surface is given above hy and hj,|^(tj^g - t^^). 
The heat flowing out of the building "by conduction, convec­
tion, and radiation through the sidewalls per square foot of 
roof surface is expressed hy t3K(tj|^ - where K is equal 
to and U is the average over-all heat transmission 
coefficient. The heat removed "by air change is given "by 
Mc(ti " "^oH where M is the mass of ventilating air per square 
foot of roof surface and c is the specific heat of the air^ 
When the above relation is expressed by symbols, the follow­
ing relation is obtained for one square foot of roof areat 
^i^"^is *" "^i^ "* "^i^ " tlKCtj^ - t^) * McCt^ - t^) (14) 
The only unknowns appearing in this equation are tj[g and M 
(the mass of air in lbs), c is approximately 0,24 for dry 
air and a constant pressure process, tjg may be calculated 
from Equation 15 and 13 respectively. From Equation 15 t^g 
is determined, which is then substituted into Equation 13 to 
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determine tj_g. After this is accomplished, the mass of air, 
M, may be determined directly from the solution of Equation 
14, 
Development of a Method for Predicting the 
Interior Tempsrature of a Building 
In the development of the above equations, it was assumed 
that the inside air temperature was kno"wn. In many eases this 
may be true but in others it is not. It is true when it is 
desired to maintain a given temperature in a building for air 
conditioning purposes. Therefore the solar heat transmitted 
through the roof for such a condition is readily determined 
from Equations 11 and 12, If the inside air temperature is 
not known, the above equation cannot be applied as it contains 
three unknowns, namely the inside air temperature, the inside 
surface, and outside surface temperatures. As was previously 
pointed out, it was desirable to be able to predict the maxi­
mum temperature occurring in the building. Hence a method 
for determining the maximum temperature likely to occur in a 
building was developed, 
Eouation to determine temnerature in a 
building - general case 
As in case of a material, a building may also be subjected 
to solar radiation until the heat gain is equal to the heat 
loss. With reference to Figure 1, the solar energy impinging 
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on the roof surface is I cos i. Of the energy irapinging on 
the surface only a portion, a, is absorbed by the roofing 
material. Of the quantity absorbed part is reradiated and 
conducted to the outside air. The rest is transferred through 
the roof section to the interior of the building* The follovj-
ing equation was written for this heat balance: 
solar heat absorbed = heat given off to out­
side • heat transmitted 
to the interior 
If thermal equilibrium is assumed to exist, the heat trans­
mitted to the interior is also equal to the heat transmitted 
through the "walls to the outside plus the heat lost by air 
change. Therefore a second heat balance was made as follows: 
solar heat absorbed si heat given off to out­
side t heat transmitted 
through the walls to the 
exterior + heat lost by 
air change 
Since there are thiee unknowns, t^g, t^g, and it was 
necessary to obtain a third equation in order to eliminate 
two of the unknowns and to solve for the third unknown. For 
the general case t^g is not equal to t^g, as the roofing 
materials are not thin. However one of these may be expressed 
in terms of the other as was done in Equation 12. Therefore 
the three necessary equations were obtained. When the equa­
tions are written in symbolic form for one sq. ft. of roof 
area, they are as followss 
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+ - ^1> <12) 
Iia = heo<toj - to) • hj-o^ '^ os " " '^ o' 
•^ r 
^ Mc(tj_ - t^) (15) 
i^s " "^ OS " g^ <"^ OS " 
•"t 
The tJA^ used here is the average value for the walls. These 
equations were then solved simultaneously, eliminating t^g and 
•^ is follows! 
let ^  be equal to K for simplification 
Aj. 
t^g ^as solved for using Equation 13 giving 
_ li^  (^ co - ^ <^ i - ^ o^  - ^ «^ i^ - .w. 
When this value of tgg is substituted into Equation 135 
a value for t^g is found in terms of tj|^ and t^ as followss 
 ^ __ i^^  * (^ o^ r^o^  ^ 0 "* "• t^ ) "• Mc(t>j_ — t^ ) 
^is " ^ * h • h CO TO 
- Ss r li^  * (hpo * hyp) tp - IlcCtj^  - tp) - McCtj - tp) 
- 1=1] (175 
When Equation 12 is rewritten, it "becomes: 
Ijl^ a s (5\5O •*" r^o^ ^^ os "" o^^  * (^ci "*• ^ri^^^is ^i^ ' 
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By the substitution of the values of t^^ and t^g as given in 
Equations 16 and 17 into the rewritten form of Equation 12, 
it hecomes 
lia * 
Mc(ti - t^) 
lia 4- (h^ Q  + hroXto) - UKCt^ « t^) 
hc( r^o 
- t. •h (hgi 4- hp^) 
Ij^a * (hpo •» hfo) tp - UKCtj - tp) - McCti - tp) 
h^ r» CO 7^0 
— /^i^ ^^^o ^ro^ ^o " ^ ^Cti — tp) *" Mc(ti "* "^o^ 
RH 
mm 
( 
l) - i^i 
^CO + Iv, 
When this equation is solved for t^, it becomes 
Ri 
^i 
Iiad-fii) 
(h,o • hro) - (tnc . Mo)(l * 
~ ~ (UK * Mc + hQo * hpp) 
(18) 
This equation may be solved directly for the inside tem-
peratm-e, t^, if the quantity of solsr energy absorbed by the 
outside surface and the outside temperature are known. How­
ever, h^o, hj:>Qi hci» hyi and R-^ depend directly on the out­
side surface temperature, the inside surface temperature, and 
the inside temperature. Therefore in the first trial it is 
necessary to estimate these temperatures in order to select 
relatively close values for the conduction and convection and 
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radiation coefficients. These coefficients may "be selected 
from Figs. 2 and 3 of this dissertation. After the first 
trial the approximate values of tj^g and t^g are determined 
from Equations l6 and 1?. In the second trial the coefficients 
of conduction and convection and radiation are selected on 
the hasis of the temperatures determined in the first trial. 
A third trial gives a relatively correct answer. 
Special eases ??ith solid sheathing and/or insulation 
Zero air change. If the air change is zero. Equation 
l8 reduces to the follo^wings 
^ ^ •• ... - . . — 
^ ° (hoo - hro) - mi * . Ss(DK»h »h_ ) 
hoi^hirl oo 
Equation 19 is solved in a similar manner to Equation 18« 
Hence no further explanation is given here. 
Low "AU factor" of understructure. If the building has 
v^ell insulated sidewalls or extremely small areas through 
•which heat flows, as contrasted to the roof area, hut has 
fairly high air change, Mc replaces UK in Equation 19. If 
both the change and "AU factor" are small, then Equation 18 
reduces to the following: 
I^a 
as becomes large and hence the term Rx/Rt approaches zero 
in Equation 18. 
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Hlgh "AU faetor'^ of onderstructure. If the building has 
a high *®AU faotor" so that the heat is conducted away rapidly, 
the denominator of the fraction in Equation 18 becomes in­
creasingly large and the interior temperature t^ approaches 
tQ, An example of this condition is an open shed "(shich has 
no side •wall. Hence the equation reduces to the followings 
ti ^to (21) 
High air change. The inside temperature again approaches 
the temperature of the outside or ventilating air. An exam­
ple of this is a shade or range shelter with open sides and 
the wind blowing several miles per hour. Equation 21 applies 
to this case. 
Special cases with thin roofing materials 
In case the roofing material is thin with no insulation 
or sheathing, for example steel over slat sheathing, be­
comes small. Hence Equation 18 reduces to- the following: 
lia 
* (hpo hpp) (IIK ^ Me)(l T .gsoL* f^ro7 
^ci %i 
Zero air change. If the building also has zero air 
change in addition to thin roofing materials, Equation l8 re­
duces further to the following: 
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Lo^w "AU factor" of understructure. If steady heat flo^ 
exists, and this assumption was made in developing the above 
formula, the following statement may "be made for a building 
in which the "AU factor'® and air change approach zeros For 
a building covered with a given roofing material, there is 
no difference in the maximum temperature regardless of whether 
the building is covered with a thin layer of the material or 
a layer of the same material which is insulated or placed 
over solid sheathing. When such a case is considered the 
outside surface reaches a temperature elevation at which all 
of the heat absorbed by the material is transmitted to the 
outside by radiation, conduction and convection. As the loss 
to the interior was assumed to be zero, the temperature gra­
dient must be zero. Hence the inside surface temperature and 
the inside air temperature approach the outside surface tem­
perature. Therefore, Equation 20 not only gives the inside 
temperature but the temperature of the outside surface of the 
material. This can be proved mathematically by again writing 
a heat balance for the condition where no heat is transmitted 
to the interior as follows; 
Solar heat absorbed s Heat given off to outside 
i^^  " "* o^^  •*" o^^ o^s •" "^ o^  
"^ os " * ^ ro^ ® * i^^  
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Quantities equal to the same thing are equal to each other. 
'^ Therefore 
ti = tos <25) 
and it is not dependent upon the insulation or thickness of 
the roofing material. 
The fallacies in applying the ahove to actual conditions 
are (1) that thermal equilibrium exists, (2) that the sidewalls 
are insulated to the point where the "AU factor" approaches 
zero, and (3) that there is zero ventilation. However, it 
does give the extreme condition which is possible to attain. 
Buildings ^ith high "AU factors". Again, as in the case 
of the insulated roof section, it can be shoisn that if the 
**AU factor" of the building is high, the inside temperature 
approaches the outside temperature as a limit. However it is 
readily seen that more heat enters the building through a roof 
section covered with a given roofing material if it is thin 
and uninsulated than enters through the same material if it 
is insulated. Therefore the "AU factor" of a building covered 
with a thin material must be higher than for a building 
covered with an insulated or thick roof section, assuming that 
the same roofing material with constant characteristics is 
used in both cases. 
• Under actual conditions the above means that for a given 
roofing material, more heat has to be removed from the interior 
of a building to maintain a given temperature if it is covered 
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^ith a thin layer of the materiel, than has to be removed from 
the "building if it is covered -with the same material vjhich is 
insulated or placed over solid sheathing. Therefore, if the 
building is to be air conditioned or maintained at a tempera­
ture close to the outside temperature, it may be desirable to 
insulate the section. However this depends on the character­
istics of the material and the temperature to be maintained. 
Another effect which the insulation of the roof hag is 
the maintaining of a lag in the time in which the temperature 
of the enclosure reaches its maximum. Under actual conditions 
this may be important, as maximum intensity of the solar ener­
gy lasts for only a short period after which it drops rapidly. 
Hence the insulated section may never reach the maximum tem­
perature that it would reach if the maximum solar Intensity 
was constant for several hours. 
Thermal capacity of stored materials 
To develop a relation that takes into account the effect 
of thermal capacity of stored materials is extremely difficult 
if not impossible. If the solar heat flows for a long enough 
period to set up steady flow, then the effect becomes negli­
gible. Also in the case of animals such as poultry, hogs, 
and cows, their thermal capacity may possibly be neglected. 
Until the temperature of the enclosure approaches 100® P, the 
animals give off sensible heat to the surrounding air. After 
the temperature of the air exceeds the temperature of the 
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animals, the opposite occurs iwith the sir giving up heat to 
the animals. However, ^ hen this point is reached the animals 
suffer tremendously. If the surrounding temperature contin­
ues to rise, death results in many cases. 
If the stored products are corn, 'wheat, hay or similar 
crops, the effect is to cause a lag in the time in ^ hich the 
surrounding air reaches the maximum temperature. Furthermore, 
for short periods of heat flow the maximum air temperature 
may "be decreased considerably. This is due to the high ther­
mal capacity of the product as compared to the quantity of 
solar heat flossing into the building. However, if the entire 
summer season is considered, and it is assumed that the crop 
remains stored throughout such a season, the temperature 
gradually rises until its effect on reducing the maximum tem­
perature is probably no longer of an appreciable magnitude. 
The basic equation of heat storage is 
where qg is the heat stored in unit time, c is the specific 
heat, M the mass of the substance, A t the change in tempera­
ture in a time interval A 0, Therefore if the increase in 
the temperature, At, of a stored substance can be determined 
for a given period, A6 it is possible to calculate its effect 
on the temperature in the building. 
Newton's law (l6) of cooling would apply to heating of 
a stored substance as followss 
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(27) 
in which At2 is the temperature difference between a substance 
and the surrounding atmosphere at time 6, is the tempera­
ture difference at time t = 0, e is the Napierian logarithm 
base, k is a constant known as the cooling constant, and B 
is the time« Hence by a "cut and try" procedure it is pos­
sible to determine the effect of stored substances on the 
rate of the temperature rise as follo'ws: Beginning with the 
first houi* in the morning the inside temperature rise "would 
be calculated by Equation 18 as described above, Thmby the 
use of Newton's lav? the temperature rise of the material could 
be calculated. From this rise in temperature, the quantity 
of heat absorbed by the substance could be determined by 
Equation 26. By the subtraction on the quantity of heat ab­
sorbed by the substance from the quantity transmitted to the 
inside, a closer approximation of the heat used to warm the 
inside i?ould be determined. Hence a ne^ temperature rise 
could be computed for the'^inside air, A second trial would 
give a closer approximation. If this procedure were folloised 
for an entire day, the difference in the maximum temperature 
of a building with and without stored goods could be computed. 
However, this is a laborious process and it is not recommended. 
Furthermore the determination of the k values for a given sub­
stance is extremely difficult, and they must be determined be­
fore this process described above can be applied. 
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Prooedure for Calculating Heat Flow 
Outii^ard Through Roofs 
Present method 
The procedure as recommended hy the Heating, Ventilating 
and Air Conditioning Guide (1) is probably sufficiently 
accurate for calculating heat losses through roofs for most 
eases, Hoisever for a correct comparison between materials it 
is necessary to consider all factors even though some of them 
may be minor. The basic formula as given by the above refer­
ence to calculate the heat transmitted through any material 
is as folloi»sj 
Q s AtJ(t^ - t^) (28) 
??here 
Q» "^ij defined above. 
U is the over-all coefficient of heat transmission as 
given by the follo'wing formula: 
U = i~ ^  ^ X 
fi ki " k2 fo 
All terms are defined in Table I. When the U value is com­
puted, the inside surface heat transmission coefficient, fj^ , 
is usually considered to be the same for all materials. The 
outside surface heat coefficient is also considered to be the 
same for all materials in still air. In moving air experimen­
tal work has been relied upon to give the correct heat 
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transmission coef fie lent s for most materials. Honsever, suf­
ficient work has not "been done to determine the outside sur­
face heat transmission coefficients for all coiamon roofing 
materials for moving air. 
Changes for this study 
To get a correct comparison between the various materials 
in this study, the method of calculating the inside and out­
side heat transmission coefficients was changed to account 
for the absorptivity and emissivity of the various surfaces 
as followsJ 
If the wind was blowing then the values for the outside sur­
face aonduction and convection coefficients were taken from 
Figure 1. 
In the application of the above equations to actual con­
ditions, it is necessary to evaluate the various constants and 
coefficients appearing in them. Table III gives the solar 
energy absorptivity coefficients and emissivity coefficients 
of the various roofing materials and paints used in the ex­
perimental portion of this study. Table IV gives the surface 
convection constants as were found by Coblentz and Hughes (5). 
(30) 
(31) 
Illustrations of Use of Equations 
Talsle III 
Solar Energy Alasorptivity Coefficients and Emissivity 
Coefficients at Ordinary Temperatures of Roofing 
Materials and Paints Ufied in this Study 
• LI LlilLll-J...LllU^ .LJI1>.rl..l...JLI..I .JIM J M •! Ill Ul •11 . I|M Mill I 11.> l iiplM. l. 1^ ^^  
[Material and Surface A^bsorptivity Emissivity 
Condition Solar Energy Ordinary Temp, 
Aluminum (oxidized) 0,26 0.11 
Galvanized iron (new) 0.66 0.276 
Galvanized iron (dirty) 0.89 0.42 
Asphalt roofing 0.89 0.88 
Asbestos-cement 0,66 0.90 
Wood shingles (weathered) not given 0.90 
White lead paint 0.26 0.89 
Aluminum paint 0.40 0.35 
Table IV 
Surface Convection Coefficients 
Surface and Direction of FIOTS C 
Horizontal, , heat upward 0.55 
45® slope, heat upiitfard 0,40 
Vertical 0.33 
45° slope, heat do\vnward 0.26 
Horizontal, , heat downvjard 0.17 
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Surface oonductance coefficients for the materials with the 
•wind blovfing may be taken from Figure 2, This graph is "based 
on values taken from the Guide (1) -with the radiation portion 
subtracted. Radiation coefficients are given in Figure 3. 
In this graph the radiation coefficients are for a black body. 
Hence these values must be corrected by multiplying them by 
the effective emissivity ishich is the actual emissivity of 
the surface for this case. 
Thin roofing materials on horizontal in still air 
The above equations developed in this study may be applied 
to any number of special problems, A case of considerable 
interest is the temperature of various roofing materials and 
the heat transmitted to the interior by them if they are 
placed on the horizontal. Hence a solution of this type of 
problem is given below. 
Problem; Five openings are covered v;ith thin layers of 
aluminum, asbestos-cement shingles, asphalt 
shingles, galvanized steel and wood shingles 
respectively, lhat is the temperature of the 
materials and the quantity of heat transmitted 
to the interior under the following conditions? 
(1) The solar heat imr^inging on a surface nor­
mal to the sun*s rays is 300 Btu/ft^ hrj (2) 
the angle of incidence is 19.3 degreesj (3) the 
air is still? (4) the inside temperature is 
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equal to the outside temperature which is 
90° F. Since the materials are thin it is 
assumed that tj[^g is equal to t^g. 
Equation 12 on page 2$ of this study is adaptable for 
the solution of this problem. However it should "be pointed 
out that a "cut and try" method must be used in this solu­
tion, as the conduction and convection coefficient, h^, and 
the radiation coefficient, h^,, depend on the difference be~ 
tiseen the surface temperature end the air temperature and 
the difference betiseen the same two temperatures to the fourth 
power respectively. After about t"wo trials the results -s^ere 
close enough for most cases. The method of substitution for 
determining the temperature of aluminum and the heat trans­
mitted to the interior is illustrated as follows: 
Given Equation 12, 
lia ® h<»o(t0s - to) + hpo("^ os "• o^^  * '^ i^ '^ is *" "^ i^  
4 hriCtis - ti) 
li s I cos i = 300 X cos 19.30 = 283.1 Btu/ft^2i3r 
a s 0.26 from Table III 
to = 900 P 
ti = 90° F 
For first trial assume t^ g = 130° P 
hco = C(to3 - = 0.55(130 " 90)0.25 - 1. 3 9  
hci = C(tig - to)®*^^ = 0,,17(130 - 90)0-2^ . 0^43 
b.4-6— 
hro (aluminum) - ehj, (from Pig, 2) = 0.11 x 1.283 
« 0,141 
is equal to as tj^g = tQg and t^ r t^ 
Substituting into Equation 12 
283.1 X 0.26 = 1.39(tQg - 90) <• 0.141(tos - 90) 
+ 0.43(tQs - 90) + 0.141(tog - 90) 
tjjg is found equal to 124.9®^'' ^ -'hich is less than the 
130°P temperature assumed. Using tQg equal to 124.9®F and 
making a second trial 
hco s 0.55(124,9 - 90)0*25 s 1.36 
hei s 0,17(124,9 - 90)0«25 - 0,41 
hyo = 0,11 X 0,265 = 0.139 
Substituting again into the above equation 
283.1 X 0.26 = 1.34(tos - 90) • O.139(tos - 90) 
• 0.41(tos - 90) + 0.139(ttjg - 90) 
tos = 126,40 P 
A third trial resulted in lowering the above by 0,1® P and 
any number of further trials did not change this value in 
the first decimal place. 
The heat transmitted to the interior is given by the 
last two terms of Equation 12, This is as follows 1 
= 0,41(126,4 - 90) • 0,139(126,4 - 90) 
q^ s 14,9 + 51 ® 20,0 Btu/ft^ hr 
When the same procedure was followed for the other mater­
ials in the above problem, the temperature of each and the 
heat transmitted to the interior by each were found as given 
in Table V. 
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Table Y 
Temperatures and Heat Transmitted to Underside 
of Hoofing Materials on Horizontal in 
Still Air Without Sheathir^ 
Material Temp, in 0 F 
Heat Transmitted to 
Underside in Btu/ft^hr 
Aluminum 126.3 20.2 
Asbestos-cement shingles 134-.5 71.3 
Asphalt shingles 147.7 95.1 
Steel, new galvanized 156.6 57.3 
Wood shingles (1 year 
exposure) 
139.^ 80.7 
The results given in Table V indicate only the value of 
each materialj assuming that only a thin layer of each was 
used as a covering. In actual usage asbestos-cement and 
asphalt shingles would be placed over solid sheathing of one 
inch thick. The wood shingles would have their own thickness 
in addition to close spaced sheathing. Hence, the quantity 
of heat reaching the interior under actual conditions "would 
be less than is indicated for these materials by the above 
tables. For steel and aluminum the above values may approach 
actual conditions, as the sheets are thin and the sheathing 
is usually spaced at iside intervals. 
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Temperatures of roofing materials and heat transmitted 
to the interior on a 4*?^ slope in still air 
Hoof slopes more often approach s 4^® angle "with the 
horizontal rather than being horizontal. Also since indica­
tions were that a 45® slope •would be used in the experimental 
study, calculations similar to the above vsjith the same assump­
tions were made for the same five roofing materials on this 
slope. One additional assumption •was that the roof faced to 
the south. 
T-wo cases vgere considered for this illustration and study. 
They -were (1) thin roofing materials -without sheathing, and 
(2) thin roofing materials -with one inch solid sheathing. 
Results of these calculations are given in Table VI, When 
these determinations were made. Equation 12 -was used for the 
thin materials without sheathing and Equations 12 and 13 Twere 
used for the same materials isith sheathing. The conductance 
of one inch sheathing used in this study ??as 0,7 Btu/ft^hr 
Since the materials were thin their resistance to heat flo^w 
was neglected. The inside surface coefficient was assumed to 
be equal to h^^^ plus h^j^. 
The results of the calculations for thin materials on a 
45° slope without sheathing indicate that aluminum is the most 
efficient material in preventing the absorption and transmis­
sion of solar energy to the interior of the building. For 
this same condition steel was second best but inspection 
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Ta-ble 
Temperatures of Roofing Materials and Heat 
Transmitted to the Interior on a 4^o 
Slope in Still Air 
_ Temp, Heat Transmitted to 
Bfeterial pp Underside in Btu/ft^hr 
Without Sheathing 
Aluminum 126,8 28.5 
Asbestos-cement shingles 134,0 81,0 
Asphalt shingles 147.2 108.2 
Steel, nev? galvanized 157.0 75.3 
Wood shingles (1 year 139.0 91.7 
exposure) 
With Sheathing 
Aluminum 133.0 20,2 
Asbestos-cement shingles 151.6 30.6 
Asphalt shingles 171.4 38.6 
Steel, new galvanized 173.3 44,0 
Wood shingles (1 year 149.9 32.9 
exposure) 
reveals that there is not much difference between it and 
asbestos-cement and wood shingles. The reason for this re­
sult is due to the low emissivity of the steel as compared 
to the other materials. However, when one inch solid sheath­
ing was used under the same materials, the steel was the 
least efficient of the five in preventing the absorption of 
solar energy and its transmission to the interior. 
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Alumlnimi was still the most efficient. EO^BVBT^ the addition 
of one inch sheathing •v?as of less value to it than to any of 
the other materials. This •was true because when the sheath­
ing vms added, the heat transfer from the aluminum to the 
interior was by conduction from the aluminum to the sheath­
ing and then by conduction and convection and radiation from 
the sheathing to the interior. Hence the effect of the lew 
emissivity of the aluminum 'was negligible as it was supplanted 
by a material with high emissivity. 
Temperatures of roofing materials and heat transmitted 
to the interior on a slope in a 10 m.p.h. 'wind 
The same t^o cases used for the study in still air vjere 
used for this illustration and study. Equation 12 was used 
for the thin materials and Equations 12 and 13 "P^ere used si­
multaneously for the materials with one inch solid sheathing. 
The same conductances and surface coefficients used in the 
study in still air were also used for this study. Also the 
same assumptions as were made for the materials on the hori­
zontal, were made in the determination of the temperatures 
and heat transmitted to the interior. However, since these 
cases were for moving air, it was necessary to substitute the 
surface coefficients of heat transmission for each material 
as obtained from Figure 2 in place of the natural convection 
coefficient in Equation 12. Results of the above determina­
tions are given in Table VII. 
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Table VII 
Temperatures of Roofing Materials and Heat 
Transmitted to the Interior on a 45° 
Slope in a 10 m,p«h. 
Material Temp. Heat Transmitted to in OF Underside in Btu/ft^hr 
Without Sheathing 
Aluminum ]08,0 11.9 
Asbestos-cement shingles 120.8 53.4 
Asphalt shingles 123.1 57.0 
Steel, new galvanized 129,0 39.1 
Wood shingles (1 year 114.6 41.2 
exposure; 
With Sheathing 
Aluminum 109.1 8.5 
Asbestos-cement shingles 119.3 13.5 
Asphalt shingles 130.0 18.4 
Steel (new galvanized) 134.0 20.9 
Wood shingles (1 year 128.0 17.5 
exposure) 
The results obtained from this illustration •with a 
10 m,p,h. wind blowing are similar to those obtained in still 
air. The temperatures of the materials were lower as was ex­
pected since the outside heat transmission coefficient was 
Increased considerably as a result of the wind. Aluminum 
was again found to be the most efficient material with or 
without sheathing in the prevention of the absorption and 
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transmission of the solar energy to the interior of the build­
ing. 
An approximation of actual conditions was to consider 
aluminum and steel without sheathing and the other materials 
" •with sheathing. For this consideration the order of the in­
creasing temperatures ^ as aluminum, asbestos-cement shingles, 
iiood shingles, asphalt shingles and galvanized steel. The 
same order was maintained in regard to the heat transmitted 
to the interior. 
Summary 
In the above analysis methods were developed for calcu­
lating temperatures of roofing materials, temperatures of the 
interior, and quantities of solar energy absorbed and trans­
mitted to the interior by roofing materials. The "AU factor"' 
of the understructure and air changes were also included in 
the analysis. Consideration was given to the effect of the 
thermal capacity of stored products on the temperature 
occurring in farm buildings. 
To make the above determinations certain conditions 
must be known. However in most cases it is relatively easy 
to determine the required conditions. For others more ex­
perimental work must be done. The conditions that must be 
known to make the above calculations are (1) the solar energy 
impinging on the given surface at or during a given period5 
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(2) the portion of solar energy impinging on the surface that 
is absorbed by the material; (3) the outside temperature that 
is likely to occur5 (4) the Ti9ind velocity during the given 
period; (5) characteristics of materials of the roof section? 
(6) the "AIT factor" of the understructure; and (7) the 
quantity of ventilation or air change. 
As previously mentioned, the above conditions are gen­
erally known or easy to determine. HoT?ever there are such 
factors as absorptivity and emissivity of materials which 
may change over a period of time. An example of this is gal­
vanized steel, which ^ hen new has different absorptivities 
and emissivities from those which it has after being exposed 
to the 'Weather for a considerable period. Another material 
whose retention of its original characteristics has been 
questioned is aluminum. Information at the present ( I 6 )  
indicates that to a large extent it retains its original 
characteristics in spite of the film of oxide which forms 
on the outside. 
Conclusions 
From the results of this study, the following conclu­
sions were drawns 
1. The comparative temperatures of roofing material 
subjected to solar radiation are largely dependent on the 
characteristics of the materials. 
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2, The main characteristics of roofing materials 
affecting their temperature are its absorptivity of solar 
energy and its emissivity at ordinary temperatures. 
3. The temperature of an enclosure under a given con­
dition covered -with a given material is dependent on the char­
acteristics of the roofing material and roof section, the 
"AU factor'" of the understructure, the air change, and the 
thermal capacity of stored products, 
4* When the expected temperature of a roofing material 
or enclosure is calculated, environmental factors such as 
i?Jind, precipitation, etc», must be considered, 
5. Temperatures of roofing materials and the enclosures 
as well as the quantity of heat transmitted to the interior 
of a building by each can be calculated by the equations 
developed above. 
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EXPERIMEUTAII WOBK 
To determine if the method and equations developed in 
the above theoretical analysis -were correct and adaptable to 
actual conditions, an experimental study was made. This work 
consisted of four phases of Investigations (1) the measure­
ment of solar energy absorption and transmission of roof 
sections "by an air duct^ (2) the measurement of temperatures 
of roofing materials and temperatures under roofs over well 
insulated compartments, (3) s field study of temperatures 
in buildings covered with various types of roofing materials 
and roof sections, and (4) heat flow outward through roof 
sections under winter conditions. It was believed that this 
experimental study would give sufficient evidence for cor­
relation with the theoretical analysis. 
Roof Sections Tested 
Five different roofing materials with standard roof 
sections and four variations in construction and treatment 
of roofing materials and roof sections were tested in the 
experimental study. The roofing materials were aluminum, 
asbestos-cement shingles, asphalt shingles, galvanized steel, 
and wood shingles. The variations included white and alumi­
num paint on galvanized steel, solid wood sheathing under 
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aluminum, and aliuninum foil insulation in the roof section 
'With Tf!ood shingles. Details of the various types of roof 
sections tested in this study are given in Pig. 4. A des­
cription of the various types of roof sections is given as 
follows* 
Identification Description 
Letter 
A. Twenty-eight gage 1 1/4" corrugated galvanissed 
steel sheet roofing painted iwlth aluminum psint 
over 1" X 4" nailing strips 3 feet on centers. 
B. This is the same as type A except the roofing 
was painted with "white paint and had been ex­
posed to natural v»eather for 3 1/2 years. 
C. Wood shingles over 1" x 4" nsiling strips 5 1/2" 
on centers. Shingles -were exposed to natural 
Weather for one year. 
D. Wood shingles over 1" x 4" nailing strips 5 1/2*® 
on centers insulated with 4 K aluminum foil in­
sulation (four reflective surfaces of alumi­
num). Shingles ^ ere exposed to natural weather 
for one year. 
E. Twenty-eight gage 1 1/4" corrugated galvanized 
steel sheet roofing over 1" x 6" strips 12" on 
centers. Steel was exposed to natural weather 
for one year. 
F. 0.019" thick 1 1/4" corrugated aluminum roofing 
over 1" X 6" strips 12" on centers. Aluminum 
was exposed to natural weather for one year. 
G. 0.019" thick 1 1/4" corrugated aluminum roofing 
over solid one inch center matched sheathing 
with fifteen pound asphalt saturated felt paper 
in between. Aluminum was exposed to natural 
weather for one year. 
H. 210 pound red granule covered asphalt shingles 
over solid one inch center matched sheathing 
with fifteen pound asphalt saturated felt paper 
in between. Asphalt shingles were exposed to 
natural weather for one year. 
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J. Light green colored asbestos-cement shingles 
over solid one inch center matched sheathing 
with fifteen pound asphalt saturated felt paper 
in between. Asbestos-cement shingles were ex­
posed to natural -weather for one month. 
In this study the above roofing materials and roof sections 
are sometimes referred to by the type only. Ho^wever in most 
oases a short description is given so that the reader does 
not have to refer to the above detailed description. 
Equipment Used 
The equipment described in this section refers only to 
measuring devices and mechanical equipment required to col­
lect data. Special equipment constructed such as the air 
duct, test house, and buildings for experimental purposes 
is described in those phases of the study. 
Temperature measurement 
The temperature measuring equipment used in this study 
consisted of seven Friez humidity and temperature recorders, 
four Taylor temperature recorders, a Leeds and Northrup 
potentiometer and switch box (Fig. 5), and a Brown Eleotronik 
l6-point recording point recording potentiometer (Fig, 6), 
The Leeds and Northrup potentiometer -was attached to a switch 
box to facilitate the reading of numerous thermocouples. The 
Brown Eleotronik l6-point recorder was attached to plug«»in 
switches in order to record temperatures at three sets of 
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Fig. 5. Leeds and Northrup potentio 
meter and svjitch "box. 
Fig, 6. Brown electronik l6-point re 
cording potentiometer. 
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slxteen thermocouples. 
Determination of solar radiation 
In order to determine the quantity of solar radiation 
incident upon the various roofing surfaces, an Eppley 
pyrhelioraeter (Fig. ?)» and a Leeds and Northrup Micromax 
recorder (Pig. 8)5 were used to measure and record the in­
tensity of the solar radiation throughout the experiments. 
The Eppley pyrheliometer is primarily used for the measuring 
of the Intensity of solar radiation falling upon a horizon­
tal plane. Hence it was mounted on the horizontal on top of 
a 90 ft, TJindmill to prevent any obstruction from surrounding 
buildings. 
The pyrheliometer consists of a 3" bulb in which is lo­
cated an outer and inner ring. The inner or hot ring is 
painted with lampblack and the outer or cold ring is smoked 
with magnesium oxide. These blackened and whitened surfaces 
absorb long wave radiation equally well, but the magnesium 
oxide has a high coefficient of reflection for radiation hav­
ing the wave length of solar radiation. Therefore, when 
exposed to solar radiation the two rings of this pyrhelio­
meter develop a marked temperature difference, with a result­
ing electric current which shows a voltage from which the 
solar radiation intensity can be determined. Based on reports 
from the Weather Bureau (8) the accuracy of the pyrheliometer 
is ± 1,^ per cent. The calibration of the pyrheliometer used 
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in this study is given in the Appendix. 
The range of the Leeds and Northrup Micromax recorder 
•was from 0 to 3.0 millivolts. Since the pyrheliometer is 
generally calibrated so that 1.5 millivolts is equal to one 
gram calory per square centimeter per minute, this range is 
sufficient. The meximum possible radiation is approximately 
t"wo gram calories per square centimeter per minute. 
Wind measurement 
The T«ind velocity was measured by means of a Friez 
three-cup annemometer, shown in Fig. 9. The annemometer was 
mounted on a steel tower (Pig. 10), approximately twelve feet 
from and about 5 1/2 feet above the ridge of the test house. 
By means of an integrating odometer reading to tenths of a 
mile on the annemometer, similar to that on an automobile's 
speedometer, it was possible to determine the number of miles 
of wind which passed the annemometer and test house during 
any given period. This was accomplished by reading the odo­
meter at the beginning and end of the test and subtracting 
the initial reading from the final one. 
To determine the velocity at any given time, the anne­
mometer was also equipped with contacts which would close 
once every minute for each mile per hour the wind was blow­
ing, Hence by attaching it to a battery operated buzzer 
box (Fig, 9), and counting the number of signals per minute. 
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Fig, Steel tower 
for 3-cup 
annemometer, 
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it was possible to determine the velocity of the wind at any 
given time. The direction of the wind was determined by ob­
servations. In case a significant shift occurred, the time 
of the change in the wind direction was noted. 
Cloudiness and weather 
The amount of cloudiness and the weather occurring at 
time of recordings was noted by observations. However, as 
for the cloudiness, this was taken care of by the pyrhelio-
meter which automatically indicated when the clouds shut off 
the solar radiation from the earth's surface. 
Power to heat com tsar tments 
In addition to the above factors which were recorded dur­
ing the summer study, it was necessary to determine the 
quantity of heat required to heat the test house compartments 
during the winter. Hence a bank of kilowatt-hour meters, 
Figo 20b, page 84 of this report, was set up to determine the 
electrical power required by each compartment to maintain a 
given temperature in it. The sizes of the kilowatt-hour 
meters were either 5 or 10 amp. meters, depending on the esti­
mated requirements of the compartments covered with the var­
ious materials. 
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Determination of the Angles of Incidence 
of the Sun^s Rays on Test Surfaces 
As indicated above, it v/as necessary to place the 
pyrheliometer on the horizontal, as any other angle would 
damage the instrument and destroy the cali"bration. This -was 
found to be true in a previous experiment in •which the pyr­
heliometer •was placed on a 4^® angle with the horizontal. 
Hence manufacturers were contacted and they stated that the 
placing of the instrument on an angle was the cause of the 
damage. For accurate results it -was suggested that the pyr­
heliometer should always be maintained on a horizontal plane. 
Because of this requirement it was necessary to develop a 
method to determine the angle of incidence of the sun's rays 
on the test surfaces at any given time. 
Ives (15) did considerable work to find the altitude 
and azimuth angles of the sun for any given period of the 
year 1938 for Ames, Iowa, which is located at Latitude 4-2° 
1,6' N. and Longitude 93° 38' W. Altitudes and azimuths of 
the sun were calculated for all hours of the day on eight 
days of the year, Ives then plotted the altitude of the sun 
versus the time of the day for the eight days on one graph 
and versus the azimuth on another. These curves are given in 
Figs, 11 and 12. Although these curves are absolutely cor­
rect for only the one year for which they were determined, 
they may be used for any year with only a slight error. The 
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error would depend on the variation of the declination of the 
sun which in general is quite small, "being on the average 
about four to five tenths of a degree. 
The procedure used in making the above calculations -was 
based on the cosine formula ishich may be found in any spheri­
cal trigonometry textbook* This law is as folloTSss 
cos a = cos "b cos c + sin b sin G COS A 
If the following are known 
h s altitude of the sun 
d) = the latitude of the location 
d = the declination of the sun 
H = the hour angle of the sun 
the above equation substituted form reads 
sin a s sin 0 • cos (1) cos d cos H 
Hence the altitude of the sun may "be calculated for any given 
time by the application of this formula. The above information 
required for the calculations was taken from the 1938 Solar 
Ephemeris by Ives. Similar calculations were made for the 
determination of the azimuths. 
After the determination of the altitudes and azimuths of 
the sun at various times of the year and hours of the day, it 
remained to determine the angles of incidence of the sun's 
rays on the surfaces used in the experimental study. This was 
done only for the north and south sides of the test house. 
This determination was not necessary for the air duct since 
it was constructed so that its surface could be turned normal 
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to the sun's rays at any given time. When the determinations 
of the angles of incidence of the sun's rays on the roof sur­
faces -were mad©, the cosine-formula was again used as followss 
cos i = sin h cos S + cos h sin S cos Z 
where 
S = the angle the roof makes with th® horizontal 
2 = the azimuth angle measured from the south. 
The test house roof has a forty-five degree slope on 'both the 
north and south sides. Hoiisever, the north slope is measured 
from the south on the coordinate axis, and as a result its 
angle with the horizontal becomes 13?® which automatically 
accounts for the north slope. 
Calculations of the angles of incidence of the sun's rays 
on the south side of the test house roof YJere made for every 
hour and half-hour for the same days for v?hich Ives made the 
above calculations. The angles of incidence were plotted ver­
sus the time of the day and curves were drawn for the entire 
year. Figure 13 gives the angles of incidence of the sun's 
rays on the south side for the mornings, and Figure 14 gives 
the angles of incidence on the same side for the afternoons. 
Similar calculations were made for the north side of the test 
house for every hour on the half-hour. Curves -were drawn for 
the entire year as given in Figs. 15 and 16, 
After determination of the angles of incidence of the 
sun's rays on the test house, it remained to dcnvert from the 
intensity of the solar radiation impinging on the horizontal 
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to that impinging on the roof surfaces. This was accomplished 
"by first converting from the intensity on the horizontal to 
the intensity on an imaginary surface normal to the sun's rays 
as follows: 
= I cos 
then I 
T S .U M 
cos ijj 
where I = the Intensity of the solar radiation on a sur­
face normal to the sun*s rays 
= the intensity of the solar radiation on the hori­
zontal 
^h " the angle of incidence of the sun's rays with 
the horizontal which is equal to 90® minus the 
altitude angle. 
Then by multiplying the intensity of the radiation on a sur­
face normal to the sun's rays by the cosine of the angle of 
incidence on the test house surfaces, the intensity of the 
radiation impinging on these surfaces was determined as fol­
lows: 
= I cos i 
Solar Energy Absorbed and Transmitted to the 
Interior as Measured by an Air Duct 
As the first part of the experimental study, the quantity 
of solar energy absorbed and transmitted to the interior by 
three roofing materials and roof sections was measured by an 
air duct. The three roofing materials and roof sections were 
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(P) aluminum, (E) galvanized steel, and (H) asphalt shingles 
(Fig, 4, p,57). This a preliminary study to determine 
the desiraTDility or value of making a more detailed study. 
In other words it "was questionable as to "Whether enough solar 
energy would he absorbed and transmitted to the interior to 
make this study f/orth "While. Also it was doubted that the 
roofing material actually affected the temperature in the 
building. However personal observations and observations of 
others indicated it did. 
Description of air duct 
The air duct used in this study, "With details shown in 
Fig, 17, consisted of an opening 6" deep by 2' « 0" wide and 
24' - 0" long. The duct was insulated on three sides by six 
inches of corkboard with an 0.032" thick flat aluminum sheet 
on the outside. The fourth side was covered with one of the 
above roof sections. A blower and an electric motor were 
placed at one end to force air through the duct. The blower 
was equipped with an adjustable opening to regulate the flow 
of the air a? desired. The duct was mounted on a frame where­
by it Was possible to change the orientation and angle of 
inclination of the roof surface. Figure l8 shows the duct 
on the movable frame which was used in the test. 
A grid of eight thermocouples was placed in the opening 
and exit of the duct to measure the temperature of the air. 
The thermocouples were spaced uniformly over the cross 
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Fig, 18, Air duet mounted on movable frame. 
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section of the duct in order to secure an average temperature. 
As only the temperature difference was considered, it isas not 
necessary to correct for the effect of air flow and radiation 
received from the surrounding surfaces. Three thermocouples 
viere placed on the outside surfaces of the roofing loaterials 
to determine this temperature. 
Air duct test •procedure 
In this study the roof surfaces were oriented normal to 
the sun's rays for each test run. This eliminated some of the 
usual calculations in the determination of the angle of inci­
dence of the radiation and the total solar energy impinging 
on the surface, The air velocity was measured hy a small 
sensitive annemometer mounted in the air stream. Before each 
test run the roof section v>as placed in position ^ ith the 
Taloii^ er in operation. A period of approximately an hour was 
allowed to secure thermal equilibrium. The velocities of air 
flow used in the tests were 280 and 150 feet per minute. 
These velocities were also equal to the cuhic feet per minute 
since the cross sectional area of the duct was one square 
foot. Approximately ten minutes were required to determine 
the temperature of the entering and leaving air and to obtain 
other necessary data for computing the heat transmitted 
through a given roof section, A given test run consisted of 
the following procedures 
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1. Orienting the roof surface normal to th© sun and 
maintaining this orientation throughout a given 
test. 
2. Turning hlower on and secure desired air velocity# 
3. Allowing approximately one hour to elapse to se­
cure steady heat flow. 
4. Determining and record temperatures of the enter­
ing and leaving air and the outside surface of 
the material. 
5. Determining and record the temperature of the 
outside air and the atmospheric pressure. 
6 ,  Noting time of test run to determine solar energy 
impinging on surface from the pyrheliometer re­
corder. 
From these data the quantity of solar energy flowing 
through each of the three above roof sectJ.ons was determined. 
The calculations ^ ere made by first multiplying the corrected 
specific heat of the air (corrected for moisture content) 
times the pounds of air floisJing through the duct per hour. 
Then this product was multiplied by the difference between 
the temperature of the entering and leaving air, giving the 
heat transmitted through the entire roof in Btu/hr. The 
quantity of energy transmitted to the underside for each de­
gree of temperature difference between the outside surface 
and inside air temperature wal also determined. The results 
are given in Table VIII, 
The average quantity of heat transmitted to the underside 
by each of the above roofing materials and roof sections "wss 
T^aM© ¥111 
Reailts cxf Air Duct of lljree SoofJjig Materials 
•'''' ' ' '^  ' ' ''itbaia'" StMsr''"'T^  'j^ ga' s-^  
Soofiag Fel, Sfe Xteily Ent, ieav iigr ¥ol. V o l  A t  M s /  Heat Heat Biav' Ener^  Mean f^ 2 
Mat*l isph op Op op ibs^ b cfs Mat. Bta/ Bti^  fij2/ Bts/ t 
zHP lb« alzu Ig ft3 
Asphalt 3 142»0 74.0 73*3 81.8 6.3 13.9 2^  8.5 20,2 0.243 41.8 52.2 278 63.4 0.82 
n 3 144,5 74.5 75.2 83.4 6.3 13.9 2^ 3 8.2 20.2 0,243 40.0 50,0 278 65.6 0.76 
Altsn. 3 123«2 77,0 85,3 90.6 6,4 14.1 150 5.3 20.6 0,243 33.7 17.1 272 35.8 0.48 it 4 116,2 77.0 84.9 93.9 6.4 14.2 150 9.0 10.6 0.243 23.2 29.0 272 27.6 1.05 ti 3 108,3 79.0 S2a 85.8 6.4 14.0 280 3.7 20.0 0.243 17.9 22,4 272 24.4 0.92 if 3 107,6 79.0 81.9 S5.5 6.4 14.0 280 3.6 20.0 0.243 17.4 21.8 272 23*8 0.92 
Ste©l 1 104*1 68«0 71.6 .82.3 6.1 13.8 150 10.7 10.9 0.243 28.1 35.1 260 27.0 1.30 9  2 100,8 68.1 71.3 82.1 6,1 13.8 1^  10,8 10,8 0.243 28,4 35.5 260 22.8 1.56 H 2 103,6 68.2 69.0 77.2 6.1 13.7 2^  8.2 ;a),2 0.243 40,5 50.5 260 30.4 1.66 
ti 3 104,0 68,2 70.5 76.9 6.1 13.7 280 6,4 20.2 0.243 31»7 39.6 260 25.4 1,56 
"•80«" 
as follovjss 
Type of Section Material Heat Transmitted in Btu/ftS hr 
H Asphalt 
Steel 
51.1 
E 40.2 
F Aluminum 22.6 
Another comparison which was of interest Ti»as the differ­
ence "between the temperature of the natural air and that of 
the outer surface of the material. The differences a^ e given 
below: 
From this it is readily seen that the roof deck resulted 
in a higher temperature for the asphalt. Otherwise the tem­
perature would be similar to that of the steel. Also the 
possible effect of the emissivity of the material was indi­
cated, as the difference between the surface temperatures and 
the outside temperature was practically the same for aluminum 
and steel. However, the steel gave off almost twice as much 
heat to the air "below as did the aluminum. As this portion 
of the experimental work was to indicate the feasibility of 
further study, no other analysis was made. 
Asphalt 69.0® F 
Aluminum 35.8° F 
Steel 35.00 f 
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Conelasions 
As a result of this part of the experimental study^  the 
folloising conclusions were made? 
1* The roofing material may have a definite effect 
on the rate at "Which heat is transmitted to the 
interior. 
2. As a result of the difference in the quantities 
of heat transmitted to the interior, the inside 
air temperature may he affected significantly 
(5© f or more). 
3. Aluminum is more efficient in preventing the 
absorption and transmission of solar heat to the 
interior than galvanized steel or asphalt shingles. 
4. Further study should be made on the effect of 
roofing materials on temperatures in farm build­
ings and the quantity of heat transmitted to the 
interior. This should be done under conditions 
which approach actual building conditions and the 
extremes likely to occur within them. 
Test House Used to Measure Temperatures Under 
Roof Sections Exposed to Solar Radiation 
The above study indicated the desirabilitj'- for making 
a further experimental study. After considerable delibera­
tion, it was decided that an experimental test house, which 
had been built at an earlier date at Iowa State College, was 
adaptable for this use. 
Description of test house 
A detailed drawing of the test house as it was first con­
structed and revised for other tests is shown in Pig. 19. 
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It coasisted of twenty insulated compartments, ten on the 
south side and ten on the north side. Dummy compartments were 
constructed at both ends* The roof slope was 45 degrees with 
the horizontal. The compartments were separated by insulated 
partitions with a continuous insulated wall separating the 
north and south sides. 
The revisions of the test house for this experiment con­
sisted of x'emoving the old roof sections and installing the 
irarious roof sections used in this study. The insulation was 
checked and added \ms found necessary. All cracks were 
thoroughly caulked to prohibit the entrance of outside air^  
giving a zero air change for the compartments. Thermocouples 
were installed in the middle of the compartments, two inches 
below the roof section and against the inside and outside sur­
faces, Siae 20 gage copper wire and the same size constantlne 
wire were used for the thermocouples which were formed by 
twisting the wires together and soldering. The outside thermo­
couples were shielded from the rays of the sun and the wind 
to prevent possible errors resulting from these effects. 
Figure 20a shows the test house from the south side as it was 
revised for this study. Prom right to left, the roof section 
types in this picture are (A) aluminum painted steel, (B) 
white painted steel, (C) wood shingles not insulated, (D) wood 
shingles insulated, (E) galvanized steel, (F) aluminum over 
slat sheathing, (G) aluminum over solid sheathing, (H) asphalt 
shingles, and (I) asbestos-cement shingles. For a complete 
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Fig. 20a. Revised test house used in 
this study. 
Fig. 20b. Bank of kilowatt-hour meters. 
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description of the roof sections see page 58 of this disser­
tation. 
An instrument room separated from the compartments by 
an open air space was constructed in the middle. This pro­
vided a place for the recording potentiometer and other 
equipment used in making the necessary temperature measure­
ments for this study. 
Procedure 
This study included the period from August 11 to Septem­
ber 3» 194-9, Continuous recordings were made of the tempera­
tures in the middle of the compartments under the rojf sec­
tions on the north and south sides during this period. Hourly 
readings were made of the temperatures two inches belov? the 
inside surface and of the Inside and outside surfaces during 
the time of the day when the solar energy was greatest and 
the temperatures were the highest. Outside temperature and 
humidity were recorded continuously. The solar energy im­
pinging on a horizontal surface was recorded throughout the 
period by the pyrheliometer described above, leather and 
wind speed and direction were recorded at all observations 
throughout the test period. 
Figure 21 shows a sample of the form used to record the 
above data except that of the solar energy impinging on the 
surfaces. However since it was recorded continuously by a 
Micromax recorder, it was not necessary to record it on this 
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form. Figure 22 shows the record made of the solar radiation 
by the recorder on five days of this study. Other recordings 
are given in the Appendix of this dissertation. Although a 
continuous recording was made of the temperatures in the mid­
dle of the compartments, they were also recorded on the forms 
at the same time the other observations were made. This sim­
plified the procedure and required less time than would have 
been needed to have made the recordings at the end of the 
day. On the above form, Tl, T2, T3> T4, and indicate the 
temperature in ®F of the middle of the compartment, two inches 
below the section, the inside surface, the outside surface, 
and the outside air respectively. 
By the continuation of the test over the period indi­
cated above, it was possible to find what variations occurred 
because of the various weather conditions. This also made it 
possible to secure data on days when solar radiation was not 
restricted because of cloudiness. 
Results 
The immediate results that were evident from this study 
were the temperature variations of the roofing materials and 
of the compartments under each roof section. The temperatures 
found in this test were the approximate temperatures which are 
likely to occur in a building where the air change is zero 
and the conditions are the same as for this study. 
In the analysis of the results of the test, detailed 
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Fig, 22, Recordings of solar radiation intensity 
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study "Was made of two periods as followst (1) the day on 
which the maximum temperatures oceurred and (2) an average of 
the ten highest days occurring "between August 12 and September 
3, 194-9. The day on which the temperatures were the highest 
was August 12, The ten days included August 12, l5j 16, 17, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. 
Table IX gives the temperatures of the outside surfaces 
of the roofing materials for August 12, Table X gives the 
temperatures in the compartments for the same day. Table XI 
gives the solar energy per square foot incident upon the roof 
surfaces on the south side of the test house for August 12 and 
on the above ten days. Table XII gives the same data for the 
north side of the test house. Table XIII gives the wind ve­
locity for each of the above days. The average roof surface 
temperatures and the average compartment temperatures for the 
ten-day period are given in Tables XIV and XV, The maximum 
temperatures observed in the compartments on the north and south 
sides are given in Tables XVI and XVII respectively. A dis­
cussion of these results and the graphs pertaining to the var­
ious conditions of the study follow the above tables. 
Temperatures under standard roof sections. Figures 23 
and 24 show the daily variations of temperatures of the outside 
surface of the roofing materials and the compartments beneath 
for the standard roof sections on the south side of the test 
house during August 12, 194-9. The galvanized steel was the 
hottest material and resulted in the highest temperaturebeneath. 
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Table IX 
Temperatures of Outside Surfaces of Roofing 
Materials During August 12, 19'4-9 
Times Compartment or Roof Type 
o f i A s B t C s D s E j F s G t H s  I i  
t^ nyi Qp ? i OF ; OF ; O F  ;  o p  i  o p  :  O F  t O F  i  
South Side 
5s30s 72.4J 70.5S 72.1S 71.8S 71.8s 70.9: 70,9s 70.0s 69.6 
7s30s 91.1: 79»9s 82.3? 82,8s 96.2^  84.4*: 88,91 83.2s 85.0 
s s : s s s : s : 
9:30sll0,0 
t 
11:30s 115,1 
s 
1:30:121.5 
m 
2s30s120.2 
• 
38305119.7 
s 
72.0 
74.2 
82.0 
88.0 
91.0 
92.0 
93.0 
91.0 
95.'^ 8104.7sl08.7sl30.5:109.lsllO.71119.4:110.2 
• • • <» • •  ^
114.7:119.8sl28.5:150.5 jll3.4:117.6:148.0:128.9 
112.2 :135.6 S135.6:153.2:124.4:126.4:150.8:137.2 
« 2 » * « s s 
109.1:130.5sl30.0:138.4:113.8:116.0:146.Is 138.9 
 ^ « o • • • 
111.3Jl30.7:129.3:136.4:113.8:115.5:136.0SI30.0 
• • S * S 3 • 
5:30:100.1: 94.1:104.7:102.6:104.7s 98.3: 97.9?109.5:100,9 
: : : : : : : : :  
7«30s 81.0: 78.5: 83.1: 81.5s 8l.0s 82.3: 82.3: 82.8: 79.7:83.0 
North Side 
5:30s 72.6: 71.8: 72.1: 72.1s 71.1s 70.9s 71.1: 69.7s 69.7:72.0 
7:30: 91.6s 90.I: 86.8s 86.8s 88.9: 89.3: 89.3: 78.4: 82.3:74.2 
9:30:105.6: 87.2: 87.2: 92.3:114.7:113.8:112.5:113.45102.6:82.0 
11:30:126.1:115.5:115.Isll2.6:118.1:115.5:113.8:119.0:111.3:88.0 
Is30sl03.5:115.0:111.7!lll.3:121.1:118.5:116.4:119.4:113.0:91.0 
2s30sll2.4:106,8:114.3:110.8:121, 5lll9.7!ll9.7*: 120.7:112.4:92.0 
3530:121.1:109.5:119.0:115.1:120.2;il9.0:118.5:119.4:109.3:93.0 
5:30:104.0:101.4:109.1:107.4:100.5:100.1:100.5: 99.6: 95.0:91.0 
» 
83.0 
3 : 
7:30: 81.9: 81.9 
: : 
81.4: 81.4: 81.Os 80.1: 80.1: 78.4: 78.0 
: : : : : : :  
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Table X 
Temperatures in Middle of Compartments 
During August 12, 19^ 9 
Times 
of t A 
days QF 
Compartment or Roof Type 
B s C s D s E  s F : G s H  
op J op .op .op . op J op J op 
t I 
5 op 
A.M, South Sid® 
5s30i 72.3* 71.1s 76.3: 80.0: 75.0: 75.4-
• 4» « • « « 
7:30: 76.9s 74.3*s 76.3s 78.2; So.os 78.3 
m *  *  t  •  %  
9:30: 92.0: 87.9: 84.2: 82.2i 98.5: 91.2 
llsB0sl06.8:102.0:101.4: 92.2:120.5:107.0 
« • • 2 • 
1:30:112.8:107.0:112,6:100.7:129.8:115.0 
: : : : : :  
2:30:112.9:106.2:114.0:103.3:129.8:116.7 
: : : : : :  
3:30:111.5:104.2sll4.1:105.5:127.6:116.2 
: : : : : :  
94.7:107.7:104.0:113.3:108.7 
84.4 
5:30:101.3 
« 
7:30: 88.0 
9:30: 82.0 79.4 
A.M. 
5:30 
7:30 
9:30 
11:30 
P.M. 
1:30 
97.4: 98.3: 96.0: 96.8 
»  ^ • 
90.2: 93.2: 88.21 89.5 
North Side 
76.3: 75.6 
77.3S 75.8 
4 
85.3: 88.0 
99.2:110.8 
: 
108.2:125.4 
: 
110.8:128.2 
76.4:72,0 
76.3:74.2 
• 
86.4:82.0 
: 
104.0:88.0 
115.2:91.0 
: 
117.5:92.0 
71.6: 70.5: 75.4 
76,9': 73.7! 75.7 
81,2; 81.0 87.2 
94.4 
99.3 
79.8: 74.7s 75.0 
» • 
79.2! 79.3: 78.5 
• • 
81.2.' 91,8s 87.4 
87.4: 90.6: 87.7:102.2: 96.5 
91.8: 96.9 
93.2: 99.0 2:30:100.6 
: 
3S30:103.6 
5:30:101.0 
7:30: 87.2: 83.7: 95.5 
: : : 
9:30: 81.3s 78.7: 88.8 
93.1:108.3:102.3 
• • 
95.0:110.3:104.3 
95.8:101.2: 97.1:113.8:107.2 
s s • • 
93.9:102.0: 94.2:112.2:3,07.2 
s • * • 
97.0: 96.0s 96,0 
: : 
93.0: 88.0: 89.0 
112.2:127.8:117.5:93.0 
108,5:119.2:111.6S91.0 
« • • 
99.8:103.8: 85.2:83.0 
• s * 
92.7*: 93.8: 82.1182,1 
76.2: 75.0: 76.0:72.0 
• s $ 
78.6: 75.9: 76.3:74.2 
s s $ 
85.0: 83.5: 82.4:82.0 
• • ^ 
93.0: 93.0: 91.0:88.0 
98.5llOO.5s 97.5I9I.O 
* s * 
100.9:103.3:100.0I92.0 
s « • 
98.2:105.1:102.3193.0 
s • s 
I00.0I108.8I105.5:91.0 
« • s 
98,3:100.3s 97.4:83.0 
: : : 
91,8: 91.8: 90.2:82,1 
Table XI 
Solar Energy Incident Upon the South Side of the Test House During the 
Ten-Day Period of August 12, 15, l6, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, & 25, 194-9 
Period 
of 
Time 
Date and Solar Energy in Btu/ft^  
: Aug.; Aug,J Aug.; Aug.s Aug.s Aug.s Aug.: Aug.s Aug.: Aug.s Aug. 
s 12 : 15 : 16 i 17 i 20 t 21 : 22 s 23 s 24 : 25 J Av. 
6S30 - 7S30 
7J30 - 8S30 
8I30 - 9:30 
9S30 « 10S30 
10t30 - lls30 
lli30 - 12s30 
12J30 - 1:30 
1:30 - 2:30 
2:30 - 3:30 
3s30 - 4:30 
4:30 - 5:30 
5:30 « 6:30 
: : : : : : : : : :  
s 4.7s 1.6: 6.5: 9.2: 18.4: 13.6: 12.5s 14.9: 11.3: 10.6 
: 54.3: 22.9: 51.9: 69.5: 87.3: 72.6: 70.6: 67.3: 71.7? 68.3 
:120.8: 66.0:119.1:139.5:W.6:153.9:148.2:149.7:142.9:154.2 
:208.4:130.4:125.1:198.7:253.1:223»2:208.6:210.2:206.7:203.5 
« « # 
« • S 
:250.2S213.6:175.6 
: : 
:277.6 
s 
:267.0 
: 
:245.7 
• 
S172.6 
« 
: 74.9 
: 
• « • $ • S 
188.3:226.4:264.3:274.2:252.4:257.1:253.5 
• S S I S { 
:270.2:171.6:227,7:160.5:230.3:229.7:266.3:274.4:276.9:271.7: 
192.4:214.7:199.2:254.2:265.2:279.3:279.7:288.2:279.7 
221.1:156.6:168.5:275.9:263.4:271.3:259.9:261.1:260.6 
171.7:165.2:156,2:249.6:234.8:216.5:218.8:209.6:213.85 
100.4:103,4: 99.7:169.5:154,1:155.8:155.3:142.1:148.9: 
38.2: 60.2^  69.1: 81,5: 79.1: 74.6: 78.6: 70.8: 69-4: 
5.2: 6.5: 11.6: 26,2: 11.8: 12.7: 13.6: 27.8: 7.9s 9.9 
10.3 
63.7 
136.9 
196.8 
232.9 
237.9 
253.0 
244.6 
210.2 
140.7 
69.6 
13.3 
Total :1956.5 :1334.9:14L7.4:1469.9:2047.0 ^956.8 SI963.5:1975.0 j1966.3:1942.2:1809.9 
Table XII 
Solar Energy Incident Upon the North Side of the Test House During the 
Ten-Day Period of August 12, 15? l6, 17, 20, 21., 22, 23, 24, & 25, 1949 
Period 
of 
Time 
6S30 - 7s30 
7s30 - 8S30 
8S30 - 9«30 
9x30 ~ 10s30 
10s30 - lis30 
lls30 - 12s30 
12i30 - 1;30 
1530 - 2s30 
2i30 - 3^ 30 
3330 - 4s30 
4830 « 5s30 
5:30 - 6:30 
Date and Solar Energy in Btu/ft^  
s Aug.t Aug.s Aug.s Aug.s Aug.s Aug.5 Aug.s Aug.s Aug.s Aug.s Aug. 
: 12 s 15 s 16 s 17 s 20 s 21 s 22 s 23 s 24 s 2? s Av. 
8.7s 2.6: 
38.1s 
55.7! 
77. 
83.2j 
« 
86.9s 
89.4s 
87.1s 
89.4! 
15.0J 
28.5t 
s 
45.2 s 
• 
66,7 s 
52.2; 
58.2; 
• 
70.6s 
% 
63.8s 
88.6s 48.4s 
i s 
61.6s 29.3! 
s s 
45.9: 13.62 
10,7s 
33.3: 
50.?! 
42,7! 
« 
53.6i 
67.9 s 
« 
63.6s 
s 
49.0s 
59.7s 
50.8s 
s 
45.I: 
s 
16.4s 
s 
14.9 
43.5 
57.9 
66,2 
56.7 
47.1 
57.4 
51.9 
55.6 
55.8 
50,4 
28,1 
27.4s 
s 
51.2s 
66.8s 
78.5! 
• 
63.2s 
62.1s 
s 
19.6; 
« 
43.7! 
72.5: 
77.2 s 
ft s s 
17.4s 20.1s 14,8s 
• s • 
36.4s 37.7^  
• 
49.7s 
39»3s 
54.3: 
s 
62 • 0* 
53.3i 
« 
62.5 s 
78.4s 66.2s 65.3: 
i  S S 
62.7s 68.7s 69.2s 
68.6s 69.3s 69.2s 70.4$ 
S 2 * 
79.5s 70.1s 74.6s 69.6s 
S * • « 
82.4s 68.2! 68,18 66,7*5 
• S * 3 
v^ .8s 53.0s 63.4s 6l.2s 
• « « • 
55.3: 51.9: 54.5: 48,5: 
* S » • 
56,9: 24.5: 25.6s 26.5: 
58.5 
65.3 
67.5 
70.8 
67.3 
62.7 
54.4s 
• 
42.7s 
s 
51.4s 
13.2s 
34.7J 
51.9! 
* 
55.4's 
s 
62.4s 
65.1s 
67.01 
66.2 s 
« 
63.3! 
« 
55.4^  
s 
40.5: 
s 
14,1s 
14.9 
37.3 
54.1 
62.5 
66.1 
64.9 
68.4 
68.6 
68.0 
60.4 
48,0 
30.3 
Total 8l0.6$494.1s543.4s575.5i764.6s691.2s662.2s649.8s642.6$589.3 : 643,5 
Table XIII 
Average Wind Speed During the Ten-Day Period of 
August 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 & 25, IW 
Period Date and Average Wind Speed in mph 
of : Aug. 
Time ! 12 
: 
• 
• 
Aug. 
15 
• 
• Aug, 
16 
9 
9 
s 
Aug, 
17 
• 
• 
: 
Aug, 
20 
0 Aug. 
21 
* Aug. 
22 
Aug. 
23 
: 
• 
» 
Aug, 
24 
I 
• 
• 
Aug.: 
25 J 
Aug, 
Av. 
6:30 - 7:30 i 3.0 
• 
• 
• 
1,0 • « # 1.3 
i 
9 
« 
9 
3.4 
• 
• 
: 
: 
• 
• 
1.9 3.3 
• • 
• 
'* 
9 
4.5 3.8 s 3.3 
: 
: 
9 
• 
3.1 I 2.86 
7s30 - 8:30 3.3 
• 
: 3.8 
S 
: 1.9 : 3.5 3.4 : 
: 
: 
e 
3.3 
9 
9 
9 
: 
: 
5.2 4.9 
• 
9 
9 
9 
5.1 
9 
9 
9 5.4 ! 3.98 
8s30 - 9s30 3.6 
I 
• 
• 4.3 
I 
• 
• 2.2 
• 
: 
• 
4.1 
m 
I 3.6 3.5 6.5 5.8 
9 
9 
• 
9 
6.6 
9 
% 
9 
7.5 i 
« 
4.71 
9s30 - 10:30 3.7 • 
• 
5.2 s 2.1 
3 
: 4.3 
t 
9 
9 
: 
s 
2.6 
9 
9-
9 
9 
3.4 
3 
m 
m 
: 
m 
6.9 6.3 
9 
t 
9 
6.8 
9 
9 
9 
9. 
8.0 : 
• 
4.93 
10s30 - 11:30 4,2 
• 
: 
• 
6.9 
i 
• 
» 
9 
2.3 
• 
: 
• 
4.7 2.8 
«. 
9 
9 3.7 6.9 6.8 
9 
t 
9 
7.8 
9 
t 
9 
8.5 s 
• 
5.46 
11«30 - 12:30 4.7 : 
: 
: # 
7.9 
• 
3.0 
• 
: 
0 
4.8 
• 
3 
P 
4.2 
9 
i 
9 
5.4 
9 
: # 6.9 7.4 
9 
9 
9 
m 
9.2 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9.2 : 
9 
6.27 
12s30 - 1:30 ' 5.2 8.4 
• 
: 
m 
3.3 
« 
• 
• 
• 
5.4 
9 
9 
9 
« 
7.0 
9 
9 
9 
9 
5.0 
• 
: 
: 
« 
» 
7.0 8.0 
9 
t 
9 
8.0 
9 
t 
9 
8.8 : 6.61 
1x30 - 2$30 5.7 
• 
: 
: 
: 
: 
« 
m 
m. 
7.7 
i 
t 3.1 
3 
: 6.3 
9 
9 
9 4.5 
i 
t 
9 
5.2 7.5 : 8.9 
9 
i 
9 
9.3 
9 
» 
9 
t 
t 
: 
: ft 
8.8 : 6.70 
2s30 -
3:30 -
300 
4:30 
5.4-
5.7 
7.5 
7.6 
% 
• « 
: 
$ 
* 
2.7 
3.5 
s 
• 
9 
• 
• 
5.4 
5.0 
« 
: 
: 
: 
• 
4.9 
4.3 
• 
9 
9 
i 
* 
9 
« 
5.5 
5.4 
9 
: 
t 
: 
5.7 t 8.4 
• 
6.4 : 8.2 
3 
« 
• 
: 
• 
9.7 
9.0 
9.8 s 
8.8 1 
9 
6.50 
6.39 
4s30 - 5j30 5.9 
I 
I 
• 
7.1 
z 
: 4.4 
9 
• 4.2 
• 
s 
: 
: 
9 
9 
3.4 
• 
: 
: 
: 
• 
• 
4.6 
9 
6.1 : 7.0 
• 
« 
: 
• 
8.1 
i 
• 
• 
• 
7.1 s 
• 
5.79 
5s30 - 6:30 6.4 
: 
: 
s 
6.1 
• 
« 
: 
2.8 
• 
i 
: 
3.0 2.0 3.2 4.7 J 4.9 
9 
: 
• 
• 
6.9 
* 
: 
• 
m 
4.9 J 
: 
4.49 
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Table XIV 
Average Temperatures of Outside Surfaces of Roofing 
Materials for the Ten-Bay Test Period 
of s A : B : C : D : E $ F : Q : H * I :side 
days op : op : op : OF .OF • • OF : OF • • op : op :Air 
: : : : : : : : OF 
• 
m 
• : : • « « • : • » « • 
5j30S 60.5J 58.0: 59.9 
; i t 
7O0s 83.4i 73.4: 81.2 
S • I 
9J30:104.4: 91.3s113.6 
: : : 
11:30:107.3 slOl, 0:125.3 
£ : : 
1:30:112.3:104.9x129.9 
s : : 
2:30:112.2:104.7x127.2 
s 
3:30:107.4 
: 
5x30: 93.8 
: 
7s30: 75.8 
500 
7x30 
9x30 
11:30 
1:30 
2:30 
3*30 
5s30 
7i30 
101.8:119.8 
« 
88.0: 97.3 
72.3s 77.2 
North Side 
60.5? 57.5s 59.6: 59.3 
South Side 
58.8: 58.3 
: 
82.5: 89.0 
: 
115.9x124.2 
: 
125.8:135.6 
129.0:139.4 
125.1x133.1 
: 
II8.O1I26.4 
94,7x 96.9 
75.0: 75.5 
59.9s 59.8 
82.7: 82.8 
102.8:103.9 
: 
107.0:108.1 
: 
111.2:112.2 
109.8:111.1 
105.8:107.0 
« 
92.3: 92.0 
« 
75.3s 75.4 
55.0? 55.2:62.1 
77.9X 79.2:66.1 
108.9x77.5 
s 
115.9x83.1 
: 
123.1186.9 
: 
118.7x87.9 
116.0 
132.3 
136.3 
134.0 
120.5 
99.4 
116.2:87.9 
83.2  
103.3 
71.2s 77.4 
87.1: 94.6 
X 
109.2: 95.9x105.1 
% • 
107.5s 94.2:107.0 
« ft 
109.5x100.1:107.6 
: t 
107.1s 98,1:106.7 
: : 
94.5s 88.4: 96.0 
77.3s 74.1: 76.1 
: : 
78.2 
94.9 
103.1 
104.7 
104.8 
103.7 
94.4 
76.0 
59.8: 59.5s 59.4 
: 
82.2: 81.8 
103.2:102.9 
108.8:107.4 
113.1x110.8 
113.6:111.6 
108,7x107.1 
94.0: 93.4 
76.8s 75.4 
81.6 
103.0 
106.6 
109.7 
111.1 
107.1 
93.4 
75.3 
93.0:85.7 
: 
74.6: 71.4:76.4 
54.2: 55.1x62.1 
75.6s 77.5x66.1 
103.3x 99.2s77>5 
109.3x103.2:83.1 
: : 
113.2:103.6:86.9 
: : 
111.6:105.4:87.9 
•  ^
108.1:100.1:87.9 
91.5X 86.7S85.7 
: : 
70.2: 69.0:76.4 
: s 
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Table 
Average Temperatures in the Middle of the 
Compartments for the Ten-Day Test Period 
Times Compartment or Roof Type :0ut-
of : A : B : C s D s E s P : G s E : I sside 
day: Op : Op : Op J Op 5 Op : 
0
 
0 J Op s OF :Air 
s • • • 0 « • • : : • • • • : OF 
A.M. 
5s30: 60.2s 58.OJ 64.7? 
•  ^ « 
7008 69.4s 66,7s 68,0: 
: : : : 
9:30: 87,3s 84,8: 84.6s 
; : : : 
11:30: 99.98 96,4: 97.98 
Bil s $ • s 
1j30S105.98102.2:108,1: 
V • 4 • 
2:30:107.0:102,0:109.38 
: : : : 
3:30:105.0: 99.18109.2: 
: : : : 
5:30: 94.5? 88.5j100.7S 
8 : : : 
7i30: 82.1: 77.18 92.5? 
: : : : 
9:30: 74.8: 70,8: 82.8: 
A.M, 
5:30 
7s30 
9:30 
11:30 
P.M. 
1:30 
2:30 
3:30 
5:30s 
7:30 
9:30 
59.8: 57.6 
: 
68,4: 64.8 
« 
79.oS 73.8 
87.8: 81.3 
: 
93.0: 86,2 
94,7: 87.0 
95.5: 88,4 
93.38 86,3 
81.0: 75.6 
63.8: 
67.5: 
73.81 
82,8:  
89.61 
: 
92.1: 
94.0! 
• 
94.4: 
89.4: 
74,0: 69.78 82,2: 
South Side 
69.8: 63.98 66,8 
70.6: 72,3s 72.5 
76.2: 95.98 86,1 
: : 
86,4:112,6s 99.6 
: : 
95.5:121,3:107.0 
: : 
98.2:121,9:108,8 
: : 
99.8S119.3S107.6 
: : 
98,2:103.38100,8 
92.5: 91.7: 92.9 
: : 
85.8: 81,7: 84.7 
North Side 
70,0: 63.4: 66.8 
70.7s 71.5: 72.2 
: : 
73.2: 82.8: 79.6 
• • 
79.3: 92.4: 87.9 
* • 
85.38 99.6: 93.9 
• • 
87,8:101.98 96.2 
t • 
89.7:103.38 97.8 
: : 
91.6:101,8: 97.8 
t * 
90.4: 88,3: 90,2 
: : 
83.l! 77.98 82,3 
71.0s 64,65 64.8:62.1 
s s s 
71.05 67.O: 68.6:66.1 
3 s 
80.38 84.0s 82,2 
: : 
92.4:102.1s 96.7 
77.5 
83.1 
86,9 
87.9 
67.9 
85.7 
76.4 
87.2: 86.0: 82.5:71.9 
101.0:114,1:106,3 
: : 
103.3*117.0:108.9 
: : 
104,7*117.38108,6 
101.4:108,1:101.9 
: 8 
94.6: 97.2: 90.6 
68,9 
70,8 
76.2 
81,8 
87.6 
88.7 
91.8 
94.6 
90,1 
82.6 
63.8: 
66.9 
73.6 
82,6 
90.3 
93.4 
96.0 
97.0 
90.0 
79.1 
64,2:62.1 
: 
66,7866.1 
72.5877.5 
: 
81,3:83.1 
: 
88.2:86.9 
« 
92.6:87.9 
: 
83.2:87.9 
94,8s85.7 
• 
87.7876.4 
: 
81.3:71.9 
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Table XVI 
Maximum Temperatures Observed Each Day of the 
Study in the Compartments on the North Side 
Compartment Numbers arnT"Temperatures 
Date S A : B ? C !  D : E S F  g op : op s op I op J op : op 
G s H 
s op : op 
s^Out-
I :side 
op sTemp» 
_____ i  OF 
107.2i105.0I108.8 
s t  
97.Ot 95.4-1 99.9 
Aug.s : : : : 
12 sl03.6s95.8sl02.0s99.21112.2 
: 8 : : : 
13 s 94.3s89.8s 95.8;92.5sl01,5 
• •  ^  ^
14 s 94.3s89.Os 94.7S91.8; 99.8? 96.0s 95.8j 99.8 
15 s 97.2S92.2; 97.OT93.0:104.0s 99.0s 97.6sl01,5 
t  «4 S {i t  
16 :105.2s96.8sl01.7s95.8sll2.2 8l07.0sl04.7sl08.3 
t X % SS 9 s • 
17 S 97.5s91.0s 94.38 91.0:102.2! 99.0s 97.5s 98.7 
• «• « « • 
18 s 81.1:77.8: 83.1:81.0: 86.3s 84.0: 78.4s 84.5 
s •« * * • 
19 : 83.0:77.8s 80.8:77.7s 87.3s 83.3t 80.0s 85.0 
: : : : : : : :  
20 : 89.8:80.8s 87.7s84.9s 99.8: 94.3s 92.3s 93.7 
• •« • t 9  
21 : 90.0:81.0: 88.3:86.4:100.0: 93.8s 91.0s 91.2 
S St s * s 
22 : 91.3S84,7S 91.4:88.2:100.0: 93.7s 90.9s 91.7 
: : : : : : : :  
23 s 94.8:88.2: 93.7:90.2:102.0: 95.6: 92.7s 92.9 
I 
105.5s93.5 
: 
97.3$90.0 
% 
97.4:89.2 
98,9^ 94.5 
103.1:94.0 
95.li93.5 
• 
83.0:77.0 
t 
82.8:80.0 } 
90.2:77.8 
: 
87.8s78.8 
J 
88.2:82.2 
24 : 95.5 
25 s 95.7 
92.4:88.8 
« 
93.8190.5 
: : : : : :  
89.9s 97.ls93.3sl03.ls 97.3s 88.0: 96.I 
3 • » 2 
189.7s 96.8:93.2:103.8: 97.3: 87.8: 96.2 
e  S S  t  S  X  
26 ; 98.3s93.ls 97.3s93.8:103.1: 96.2: 89.8: 95.4 
# •• l« s « s 
28 : 86.6:81.1: 82.7:81.2: 91.3; 87.7: 87.8: 88,2s 84.5:84.3 
: s t 3 : s s t 
29 s 86.4:79.2: 8l.Os79.3s 90.6: 85.5s 83.2: 83.2 
3  •  •  S t  •  t  
30 s 82.4:77.8: 80.0:78.1: 86.3s 83.5s 83.0: 83.8 
# •# SS s s s 
31ss 7I.8I69.2: 70.2l68.8s 78.6s 72.3» 72.3s 73.1s 70,1:73.5 
Sept: : : s : : : : I s 
1 s 79.4s73.3s 80.0:76.7s 85.0: 80.7s 78.3: 78.3s 75.2:75.5 
#  S S a S S ^ S S S  
2 : 85.6s8l.3s 87.2:84.0: 93.0s 87.5s 85.6: 85.7s 84.3:82.0 
Avg.: 90.7s84.7s 89.7s86.7s 97.2: 92.3s 89.4: 96.2: 89.4:85.0 
93.7:90.7 
93.8:90.8 
80.2:80.0 
80.3S79.0 
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Table X¥II 
Maximum Temperatures Observed Each Day of the 
Study in the Compartments on the South Side 
i i Out-
. B 5 C s D s E s F r"~5 :' H r"7I :side i^ a-ce. Op J Op , Op j op j op . op . op j op j op 
:  ?  s !  ;  i  : : : op 
12*S112,9S106.2S114.1j105.0J129.8S116.7I112.2 
s t s 
113. 8J 107.5s 89.2 
• • 
116.5!I09.8s94.5 
21 
22 
23 
128.2!i17.5s93.5 
s t 
96.0S110.0S 99.6S 96.9S108.0S103.9J90.0 
S 4 • S S t 
98.45ll4.0sl04.4sl01.4! 
s s s 
99.8sll8.0sl06.0sl02.8! 
s s * * * s 
104.5S130.0S118.4S113.6S125.3I116.0S94.0 
s s s s s s 
102.2S125.0S110.0J106,48116.71108.48 93.5 
« i s s s • 
82.6s 90.0s 85.0s 83.4$ 86.8s 83.8:77.0 3 S • S $ S 
82.4sl01.2s 89.9s 85.8s 96,8s 89.0s80.0 
s s s s s s 
93.8sl27.3:108.2sl02,3:ll6.8sl05.2s77.8 
s s s s s s 
103.6s 97.9?106.7S 95.0S122.98106.8?102.0sll6.3*105.8:78.8 
s « s « $ « 
96.88119.5:103.8S100.2;I14.3:105.0s82.2 
13 : 98.0s 95.2:103.0 
• • • 
14 s100.8s 97.3:105.9 
s s « 
15 :103.7: 99.7:109.0 
: s s 
16 J114.9s109.3J116.0 
t s : 
17 s113.1:106.6:112.8 
• • s 
18 s 82.5: 80.1s 85.2 
s s s 
19 s 91.3: 88.2s 87.8 
: s s 
20 sl02.8s 95.9:10^ .6 
103.1: 99.5:107.8 
s : 
105.5:103.08109.3 il00.2sl20.0sl06.1sl02.81114.48107.4:88.8 
24 :107.0sl04.0sll0.4s101.8sll9.9:107.0:103.3:115.5:108.6S90.5 
3 8 s s s s s s s : 
25 S107.2S104.2S110.2S102.1S120.5S105.7:103.0«115.5:109.2S90.7 
26 8106.3:104.8:110.5:101.Isll8,0:106.2^ 103.48115.0:108.2:90.8 
28 sl07.5s 99.2sl06.6s 94.4s120.7s104.5: 99.8:111.9:100.5:84.3 
29 : 97.3: 90.3: 93.2s 84.7sl07.5: 95.7^  90.2J 95.9: 88.6:80.0 
30 s 99.3: 94.4sl01.4s 9O.6sli2.ls 96.3s 93.28103.5: 93.9:79.0 
31 s 88.4s 85.8s 86.3: 76.6s 92.3s 81.3s 79.3: 88.3: 79.0:73.5 
Septs s s s s s s s s s 
1 : 96.3: 93.2:102.2s 87.7:110.8: 95.5: 92.3sl06.8s 97.6:75.5 
2 s 96.6s 96.7:100.8: 91.7:109.5: 95.3: 92.2sl03.0s 99.8s82.0 
Avg.sl01.8s 97.7:104.0s 94.6sll5.2sl02.0s 98.43110.9:102.1:85.0 
Avg.S S S S S S S 8 s s 
Df10:107.8s102.6s109.9: 99.6sl23.6sl08.7:104.6:117.5:108.3:87.4 
Hlght : s s s s s s s s 
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Fig23 Temperature of surfaces of roofing materials on south side of test house for 
Aug. 12,1949 
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Fig. 24Temperature under roofing materials on south side of test house for Aug. 12,1949 
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Aluminum over solid sheathing resulted in the lowest tempera­
ture of all standard roof sections tested. Asphalt shingles 
over solid sheathing T/?ere almost as hot as the galvanized 
steel on the slat sheathing, vgith the temperature beneath 
"being only 2® F lower than the steel. The maximum tempera­
tures of the outside surfaces of the roofing materials were, 
in ascending order, aluminum (solid sheathing) 126*4® F, 
wood shingles 135.6° F, asbestos-cement shingles 138,9® F, 
asphalt shingles 150,8® F, and steel 153.2® F, The differ­
ence between the maximum temperature of the aluminum and 
that of the steel was 28.8® F. The maximum compartment tem­
peratures were, in ascending order, aluminum (solid sheath­
ing) 112.2® F, wood shingles (non-insulated) 114,1® F, alu­
minum (slat sheathing) ll6»7® F, asbestos-cement 117.5® F, 
asphalt shingles 128.2° F, and galvanized steel 129,8® F, 
The difference between the maximum temperature of the alumi­
num covered compartment and that of the steel covered com­
partment was 17.6® F. The solar energy impinging on the south 
roof surfaces during the above day was 1956 Btu/ft^ . It 
reached a maximum intensity of 277.6 Btu/ft^  hr between 13*30 
and Is30 The wind was from the south-southeast at 
about five miles per hour throughout the day. 
Figures 25 and 26 show the same information as above for 
the north side of the test house. The solar energy impinging 
on its surface during the day was 802 Btu/ft^ . The maximum 
intensity was 89.4 Btu/ft^  hr between 12s30 and 1:30 P.M. 
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5 Temperature of surfaces of roofing materials on north side of test house on 
August 12, 1949 
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Fig-26 Temperature under roofing materials on north side of test house on August 12, 
1949 
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Th© ^ ind was the ssame as given above, from the south-
southeast at five miles per hour. Immediately it was seen 
that the difference in the maximuffl temperatures of the roof­
ing materials was much less than on the south side. The 
galvanized steel was still the hottest iwith a temperature of 
121,5® F, This •was loiser than the lowest temperature on the 
south side. The material having the lowest temperature on 
the north side was the asbestos-cement shingles at 113.0° F. 
This is a difference of only 8.5° F, 
The difference in the maximum compartment temperatures 
'Was also considerably less on the north side. However, the 
aluminum i!?ith the solid deck i^ as still the coolest. In as­
cending order the materials Tsfere aluminum (solid sheathing) 
100,9° F, lisood shingles 102,9° F,, asbestos-cement shingles 
105.5® F, asphalt shingles 108,8° F, and galvanized steel 
113»8® F. The difference between the aluminum and galvanized 
steel covered compartments i9as 12,9® F on the north side as 
contrasted to a difference of 17,6° F on the south side. 
Figures 27 and 28 show the average daily variations of 
temperatures of the outside surfaces of the roofing materials 
and the compartments beneath for the standard roof sections 
on the south side of the test house for the ten-day test 
period. During the given ten-day period the average solar 
energy impinging on the surface was 1810 Btu/ft^  day. The 
maximum average intensity was 253 Btu/ft^  hr. between 12s30 
and 1:30 ?,M, The average wind velocity was approximately 
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Fig27 Average temperature of surfaces of roofing materials on south side of test 
house for August 12, 15, 16,17, 20,21, 22, 23,24 a 25, 1949 
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Fig.28 Average temperature under roofing materials on south side of test house for August 
12, 15,16,17,20, 21,22,23,24 a 25, 1949 
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6.5 m.p.h. with a prevailing southerly direction. The pre­
cipitation falling during the period was nil. 
The average maximum surface temperatures in ascending 
order were aluminum (solid sheathing) 112,2° F, ashestos-
cement 123,10 F, wood shingles 129.9® asphalt shingles 
136,3° F, and galvanized steel 139F, The aluminum sur­
face was 10,9° F cooler than the temperature of the next cool­
est material, the asbestos-cement. It i?as 27,2® F cooler 
than warmest materials, the galvanized steel roofing surface* 
The average maximum compartment temperatures in ascend­
ing order i^ere aluminum (solid sheathing) 104-,7® F, aluminum 
(slat sheathing) 108,8® F, ashestos-cement shingles 108,90 F, 
•wood shingles 109.3° F, asphalt shingles 117.3® F, and gal­
vanized steel 121,9® F, The aluminum with the solid sheath­
ing «as considerably superior to the other materials. Also 
the compartment covered "with the aluminum over the slat sheath­
ing was cooler than any of the compartments covered with the 
other materials even though they are over solid decks. The 
closest compartment to it was the compartment covered with 
asbestos-cement shingles. The difference bet"ween the maximum 
temperature under the aluminum (solid sheathing) and the steel 
was 17.2® F. 
Figures 29 and 30 show the average daily variations of 
temperatures of the outside surfaces of the roofing materials 
and th© compartments beneath respectively, for the standard 
roof sections on the north side of the test house for the 
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Fig. 29 Average temperature of surfaces of roofing materials on north side of test 
house for Aug. 12, 15,16, 17, 20, 21, 22,23, 24, a 25, 1949 
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ten-day period. During this period the average solar energy 
impinging on the surface of the north side of the test house 
•was 643 Btu/ft^ day. The maximum average intensity -was 
68.6 Btu/ft^ hr 'bet'Ween ls30 and 2*30 P.M. The average T/9ind 
velocity Tsias 6.5 m.p.h. and the precipitation falling dur­
ing the period was nil. 
The average maximum surface temperatures of the materials 
in ascending order -were ashestos-cement 105.4® F, wood shin­
gles 107.6® F, aluminum (solid sheathing) 111.1° F, aluminum 
(slat sheathing) 111,6® F, asphalt shingles 111.6° F, and 
galvanized steel 113.6° F. The order above was changed as 
compared to the order of ascending temperatures of the sur­
faces on August 12 for the north side. The reason for this 
•was prohahly due to the reduction ^the quantity of solar 
energy impinging on the surfaces. The solar energy striking 
the above surfaces on August 12 -was 81I Btu/ft^ day ^ith a 
maximum intensity of 89.4 Btu/ft^ hr. This is considerably 
greater than the ten-day average of 644 Btu/ft^ day with an 
average maximum intensity of 68.6 Btu/ft^ hr. Evidence indi­
cates that the critical point at ^n/hich the absorptivity of 
the material for solar radiation has a pronounced effect on 
the resulting temperature, is in this range. 
The average maximum temperatures of the compartments 
covered with the materials Tiere "wood shingles 94.4° F, alu­
minum over solid sheathing 94.6° F, asbestos-cement shingles 
94,8° F, asphalt shingles 97.0° F, aluminum over slat 
-Ill-
sheathing 97.8® P, and steel 103.3° P. Again the order of 
ascending temperatures was changed from the order occurring 
on August 12, With steel as an esraeption, little difference 
•was found in the effect of the above materials on the tem­
peratures in the compartments when the solar energy incident 
upon a surface was around 6^0 Btu/ff^ Say, However, the solar 
energy impinging on the south or east and -west surfaces dur­
ing a summer day may he three to four times this quantity. 
Hence the above statement of comparison is true only for the 
condition specified. 
Effect of sheathing on the interior temperature. The 
only material under which two types of sheathing were used 
was aluminum. The reason for this was that aluminum is the 
roofing material most likely to be found with either solid 
or slat sheathing. Furthermore, it is questionable how much 
additional help the solid sheathing does in preventing solar 
heat from being transmitted to the interior. Figures 31 and 
32 show the average daily temperatures for the ten-day 
period under aluminum roofing with solid and slat sheathing 
on the south and north sides of the test house respectively. 
There was a slight advantage for the aluminum over the solid 
sheathing. The average maximum temperature of the compart­
ment covered with the aluminum over solid sheathing was 104,7^ 
F, This was 4,1® F lower than the average maximum temperature 
of the compartment covered with aluminum over slat sheathing. 
The difference in the two temperatures was larger in the 
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Fig.31 Average temperature under aluminum with a slat a solid deck on south side of test 
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morning than in the afternoon. There ms also a noticeable 
lag of time in "Which the compartment covered with the solid 
sheathed roof section reaches its maximum temperature. The 
theoretical study indicated that the ahove experimental study 
would give the abo^re results. It also indicated that sheath­
ing would have a greater effect on the other materials. 
Effect of painting galvanized steel ^ ith -white paint 
and aluminum paint on the interior temperature. In the litera­
ture review the "Writer cited examples where researchers found 
^hite paint to be an effective barrier for the prevention of 
solar heat absorption and transmission to the interior. The 
results of the tests made in this study indicate that these 
conclusions were true. Figures 33 and 3^ show the effect of 
both vJhite and aluminum paint on temperatures under galvanized 
steel roofs. The surface temperatures of the "White painted 
galvanized steel were the lowest of the temperatures of all 
the materials studied. Also the temperatures under the white 
painted steel were lower than any of the others except the 
temperature of the insulated "wood shingle roof. These results 
are a contrast to the temperature of the unpainted galvanized 
steel which had the highest surface temperatui'e and the high­
est compartment temperature of all the materials tested. 
The aluminum paint also resulted in considerably lower 
surface and interior temperatures than the unpainted galvan­
ized steel. However it did not have as much effect as the 
white paint. This is easily explained when the characteristics 
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of the tvjo materials are considered. White paint has an ab-
sorptivity for solar radiation of 0,26 as compared to 0.40 
for aluminum paint, Hoisever the emissivity of white paint 
at ordinary temperatures is 0,89 as compared to 0,35 for 
aluminum paint. This means that the white paint not only 
absorbs less solar energy than the aluminum paint but it also 
emits radiant energy more readily. As a result a white 
painted surface should have more effect than an aluminum 
painted surface in regard to the surface and compartment 
temperatures. 
Effect of insulation on the temperature under v?ood 
shingles. The effect of insulation under a roof section -was 
somewhat apparent before this test. It had been recognized 
for a long time as a material •which ^ould help keep heat 
inside in the "Winter would also keep heat out in the summer. 
Furthermore it had been kno-wn that the most effecti'^'e place 
to insulate •aas the ceiling or roof of the building. 
Figures 35 and 36 shorw the average daily temperature var­
iation under insulated and non-insulated ^ood shingles on the 
north and south sides of the test house. The type of insula­
tion used was 4K aluminum foil insulation. This type of in­
sulation has two air spaces and four reflective surfaces. 
Its conductance is about 0.052 Btu/ft^ hr for downward 
heat flow and O.O83 Btu/ft^ hr ®F for upward heat flow. The 
insulated section had the lowest maximum inside temperature 
of all roof sections tested. The average maximum temperature 
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Fig. 36 Average temperature under insulated & non- insulated wood stiingles on north side 
of test house for Aug. 12,15, 16,17, 20, 21,22,23,24 & 25,1949 
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of the compartment covered with the insulated section •was 
99*8® F as contrasted to an average of 109.2 under the non-
insulated, The average maximum outside air temperature was 
87.9° F. 
Field Study of Temperatures in Buildings 
Covered •with Various Roofing Materials 
The third part of the experimental study consisted of 
a study of temperatures in actual buildings covered with some 
y 
of the same materials used in this study. This part of the 
study Ti9as mainly qualitative in nature. However it did serve 
as a check on the results of the test house study in addition 
to furnishing a relative check on the theoretical analysis. 
Temperatures in farro-wing houses 
Temperatures were recorded in an aluminum covered and 
asphalt covered farrowing house for a period of approximately 
three v^eeks. Figures 37 and 38 shov? the two farro-wing houses, 
which were identical except for the roofing materials and 
roof sections. The roof types were the same as types F and H 
on the test house except that the asphalt shingles were 
covered with green colored granules. These "buildings are 
oriented north and south and are located on the Iowa State 
College Ankeny Farm. 
The temperatures in the farrowing houses were recorded 
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Fig. 37. Asphalt covered farro"wing house 
Fig. 38. Aluminum covered farrowing house 
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hy thermographs located three feet above the ground and six­
teen inches "below the inside roof surfaces. During the 
period of these recordings all ^ indov^s and doors were kept 
closed. Hence the air change was kept at a low quantity. 
Figures 39 and 40 show the daily variation of temperatures in 
the aluminum covered and asohalt covered farrowing houses 
three feet above the ground and sixteen inches below the 
roof on July 25, 19^9- Figures 41 and 42 show the average 
variation for five days in the same houses at the same lo­
cation. 
On July 25, 1949J the maximum temperatures, three feet 
above the ground were 95-0° F in the aluminum covered far­
rowing house and 104,5*^ F in the asphalt covered farrowing 
house. The maximum outside air temperature was 94-.0® F, 
Hence the aluminum covered farrowing house was 1® F and the 
asphalt shingled farrowing house was 10.5® F above the out­
side air temperature. On the same day, but at a location 
sixteen inches below the roof surfaces two-thirds of the way 
between the save and the ridge, the maximum temperatures were 
100,5*^ F for the aluminum and 118,0® F for the asphalt covered 
farrowing house. The five-day average temperatures showed 
similar results. However, the differences were not quite as 
great. During the above tests the outside air velocity aver­
aged approximately five to eight miles per hour from the 
south to southwest. Under calm conditions the differences in 
the temperatures yxrobably would have been greater. 
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Temperatures under shade and range shelters 
The second phase of the field study was the determina­
tion of the effect of roofing materials on temperatures under 
shade and range shelters. Hence shade shelters for htjgs were 
covered with five standard roof sections. The aluminum over 
the solid sheathed deck was omitted. Range shelters were 
covered with four of the standard sections, omitting the 
aluminum over the solid sheathed deck and the asbestos-cement 
shingles. Figures 43j 44, 4^, 46 and 4? show the shade 
shelters and Figures 48, 49, 50 and 51 show the range shelters 
used in the study. 
Temperatures were recorded under the above shelters for 
a period of four weeks "by the use of thermographs suspended 
eight inches under the inside roof surface. The results in­
dicate there was little if any difference in the temperatures. 
On a calm day there may be a slight difference but if the wind 
is blowing as much as three or four miles per hour, as it was 
in this study, the difference in the temperatures under the 
various roofs in this type of structure is nil. 
The above results do not mean that the animals are as com­
fortable under one type of roof as they are under another. 
For example if an animal is under a material v^hich has a low 
emissivity, it receives less radiant energy than if it is 
under another material with high emissivity, "^he exact effect 
of this is unknown and more study should be given to it. 
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Fig. 43. The aluminum covered shade 
shelter. 
Fig, 44. The steel covered shade shelter 
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Fig, 45. The wood shingle covered shade 
shelter. 
Fig. 46. The asphalt shingle covered 
shade shelter. 
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Fig. 47. The ssbestos-cement shingle 
covered shade shelter. 
» 
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Fig. 48. The steel covered range 
shelter. 
Fig. 49. The aluminum covered range 
shelter. 
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Fig. 50. The "wood shingle covered range 
shelter. 
Pig, 51. The asphalt shingle covered 
range shelter. 
I 
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As an indication of the effect of the emissivity on the heat 
given to the animals, the attendants at the lo^a State College 
poultry farm thought the chickens under the asphalt covered 
range shelter suffered more from heat than those under the 
aluminum. However, the thermometers indicated there was no 
difference in the air temperatures under each, 
Temiperature in a hay mo^ 
Since the effect of high temperature in the hay mow re­
sulting in possible loss of carotene from the hay -was a fac­
tor in instigating this study, an investigation of the tem~ 
perature in a hay mow "was made, A record of the temperature 
in a hay moiw of a barn located on the loYsa. State College dairy 
farm "was made over a period of several days. Indications 
were that considerable heat came through the roof. Figure ^2 
shov?s the average temperature in the hay mow, the outside 
temperature, and the temperatures under the wood shingle roof 
sections on both the south and north sides of the test house 
for a three-day period. The hay mo?; was covered with a wood 
shingle roof section similar to the one on the test house. 
Hence it was thought that this comparison would be of value 
in the study. 
The temperature in the hay mow was generally 11 to 14° P 
above the outside air temperature during the middle of the 
day. This difference in the temperature may be harmful to 
the hay and may result in the lowering of its quality. 
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In any event it is excessive and makes Tsorking conditions 
more disagreeable. 
Heat Plow Outward Through Hoof Sections 
Under Winter Conditions 
In order to determine how the above roof sections af­
fected the heat flow outward from a "building as well as the 
solar heat inward, further tests were made under winter con­
ditions. Even though it was generally believed that whatever 
would keep heat in would also keep heat out, and vice versa, 
there was evidence that this was not always true. For exam­
ple, the white painted steel over the widely spaced slats 
was extremely good in the prevention of the absorption of 
solar heat and its transmission to the interior. However, 
it was difilicult to see how it could prevent the loss of heat 
in the winter. Calculations of U-values by the standard pro­
cedure indicated that it would probably be the least effec­
tive for this purpose. As a result this phase of the study 
was made. 
Equipment 
In addition to the above described equipment some other 
special equipment was required for the winter study. This 
included 600 and 1000 watt, 115 volt screw-base, electric 
radiant heater elements which were installed in the test house. 
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The same test house with the same roof sections as v}&v& studied 
under summer conditions -was used in this study* Thermostats 
with a 'bellows actuated mercury switch were installed in series 
with the heater elements. In order to minimize the voltage 
drop from the transformer to the place of the power us©, 
electrical power was secured from a main line which was 
attached to a pole ahout forty feet from the test house. The 
main line, up to the transformer on the last pole, was a 2300 
volt line which was stepped down to 110-220 volts for the 
wires entering the test house switch box. Kilowatt-hour 
meters were placed in the circuits connecting to each heater 
element located in the compartments. This bank of meters is 
shown in Fig. 20b. The thermocouples used in the summer study 
were left in the same places for a check on the temperatures 
in the various compartments. Aluminum shields were installed 
between the heating elements and the thermocouples to prevent 
any error as a result of direct radiation heat which would 
cause a higher temperature reading than actually existed in 
the compartments. The l6-point recorder and the manually 
operated potentiometer were used to check the temperatures in 
the compartments, two inches "below the inside surface, the 
inside surface, and the outside surface. The outside temper­
ature was recorded by a Fries temperature recorder. 
Procedure 
Fron December 23, 19^9? to January 6, 194-9> heat flow 
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tests were made on all the roof sections which were tested 
during the summer except the ashestos-cement shingles. By 
the use of such a period of time, it was possible to secure 
heat losses under various weather conditions •which are of con­
siderable value. 
Before the tests were made for recording experimental 
data, several precautions "were taken. The insulation in all 
compartments was checked. Any possible cracks were tightened 
or securely caulked. The thermostats •were then set on 70® F 
and the heaters turned on to check the accuracy of the set­
tings, After a period of four or five days, complete adjust­
ments were made and the tests were started on the date indi­
cated. 
The theory of making this test was to calculate the U 
values from the equation 
Q = IJA(ti -
In this equation, Q is the quantity of heat flowing which is 
equal to the electrical energy input converted to Btua, U 
is the over-all heat transmission coefficient as previously 
defined. A is the area of the roof sections and tj[ and t© 
are the inside and outside temperatures respectively. 
The test recordings of the kilowatt-hour meters were made 
at the beginning and end of different weather conditions, wind 
velocities, precipitation, etc. The reason for this was to 
include the effects of the weather on the heat losses through 
the various roof sections. Appendix 3 shows the form used for 
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recordlng for a typical period during the tests. As may "be 
noted, observations -were made of the -wind direction and speed, 
solar heat, precipitation, humidity and cloudiness during all 
test runs. 
Results 
Twenty-two periods of recordings were made involving 
seven different types of weather conditions. Table XVIII 
gives the seven weather types as observed in this study. 
Table XIK gives the U values for each type of weather and the 
average tJ value for all conditions for the north and south 
sides of the test house. 
The painted galvanized steel had the highest U value of 
all the roof sections studied. On the north side the TJ val­
ue was 1.324 Btu/ft^ hr for the white painted galvanized 
steel as compared to 0.820 Btu/ft^ hr for the aluminum 
painted steel. Both roofing materials were on the same type 
of deck and everything else was the same except the kind of 
paint. This means that the aluminum paint saved 0,504- B.tu/ 
ft2 hr °F loss over the white paint. Standard procedures for 
the calculation of heat flow through these two sections would 
show the U values to be equal. 
The galvanized steel over a slat deck had higher U val­
ues than aluminum over the same type of deck. The U value of 
the steel on the north side was O.83I Btu/ft^ hr ®P as com­
pared to 0.746 Btu/ft^ hr Op for the aluminum covered 
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TatJle XVIII 
Weather Conditions Observed During Test Periods 
Type No. Description of leather Condition 
1, Overcast sky, 10/10 stratocumalus clouds5 
"?9ind light and variable, at 1-4- m,p<vh,, no 
precipitation, relative humidity of 98 to 
100 per cent •with light fog^ and outside 
temperature from 30 to 4-^^ P. 
2. Partly cloudy, ^/lO - 8/10 stratocumulus 
cloud during daylight hours with some solar 
radiation striking south side, i«ind south 
southwest 7-8 m,p,h., no precipitation^ re­
lative humidity 70 to 95 cent, and out­
side temperature 35 to 45® F, 
3, Overcast sky, 10/10 stratocumulus clouds, 
wind east southeast at 3-4 m,p.h,, light 
drizzl© most of period, relative humidity 
95 to 100 Der cent, and outside temperature 
35 to 45° F, 
4. Overcast sky, 10/10 stratocumulus clouds, 
^ind north northwest 10 to 13 ni,p»h., light 
sleet or snow most of period, relative humid­
ity 70 to 90 per cent, and outside tempera­
ture 3 to 280 p, 
5, 6/10 to 8/10 cirrus clouds -with a fei? low 
stratocumulus clouds, wind northwest 8-11 
m»p.h,. no precipitation, relative humidity 
50 to oO per cent, and outside temperature 
-8 to 0® F. 
6. Clear, wind northwest 2-4 m.p.h,, relative 
humidity night conditions, and outside tem­
perature -4 to 2® F, 
7. 8/10 altostratus clouds, iwind south 0-2 m.p.hn 
relative humidity 45-75 cent, night con­
ditions, and outside temperature 6 to 12° F, 
8, Others. 
Table XIX 
U Values of Roofing Materials Under Various Weather Conditions 
Period (hours) 16 6 22 22 14 16 I5c5 17.5 12.9 
leather Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Av, 
Roof Type U U Xf TJ IT u u TJ U 
An (Aluminum 
As painted steel) 
0.719 
0.621 
0.764 
0.325 
0.732 
0.760 
1,246 
1.051 
1.291 
1,171 
1.203 
0.921 
0.829 
0.523 
0.953 
0,442 
0.820 
0,778 
Bn (White painted 
Bs steel) 
0.992 
1.081 
1.128 
0.709 
1.097 
1.223 
1,683 
1.482 
1,645 
1,661 
1,382 
1,444 
1.197 
1.338 
1.265 
0,889 
1.324 
1.280 
Cn (Wood shir^les 
Cs non-insulated) 
0.400 
0.374 
0.133 
0.561 
0.360 
0,407 
0.747 
0.442 
0,692 
0,492 
0.545 
0.481 
0.435 
0.449 
0.635 
0.150 
0,538 
0,411 
Dn (Wood shingles 
Ds insulated) 
0.135 
0.201 
0.156 
0.107 
0.173 
0,206 
0.442 
0.224 
0,536 
0.420 
0.332 
0.305 
0.256 
0,258 
0.310 
0.171 
0.308 
0.243 
En (Steel over 
Es slat deck) 
0,498 
0.632 
0,509 
0.368 
0.608 
0.661 
1.106 
0,841 
1.341 
1.353 
0,829 
0.793 
0.554 
0.686 
1,126 
0.205 
0.831 
0.715 
Fn (Aluminum 
Fs slat deck) 
0.446 
0,494 
0,462 
0.301 
0,568 
0,514 
0.976 
0,810 
1,329 
1.336 
0,723 
0.666 
0,537 
0,512 
0,668 
0.661 
0.746 
0.639 
Gn (Aluminum 
Gs solid deck) 
0.391 
0.324 
0,375 
0,235 
0,395 
0,377 
0,516 
0.449 
0,686 
0,701 
0,458 
0,425 
0.374 
0.323 
0,424 
0.225 
0.462 
0.392 
(Asphalt sh. 
Hs solid deck) 
0.456 
0.426 
0,401 
0.217 
0,386 
0.431 
0,519 
0.511 
0,685 
0,755 
0,490 
0.494 
0.415 
0.450 
0.471 
0.209 
0,484 
0,473 
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compartment. The same relationship also held for the south 
side. Other roofing materials could he discussed, "but all the 
U values are given in the table and they can be readily com­
pared if the complete description of the sheathing and con­
struction is noted. For example it is impossible to compare 
the Tshite painted galvanized steel directly with the unpainted, 
as the unpainted has 1" x 6" sheathing strips spaced 12" on 
centers as contrasted to 1" x 4" strips spaced 3'-0" on centers 
for the 'White painted. 
-14.2-
CORRE'IATIOH OF TBE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
AW THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Indications are that the experimental results agree quite 
^ell "With the theoretical analysis. This is particularly true 
of the summer analysis of the floiw of solar energy through 
roofs under summer conditions. Before this study, many arti­
cles were read which said that fundamental theory and experi­
mental results are in considerable disagreement. When all the 
characteristics of the materials vjere considered, the agree­
ment of theory with experimental results vsas good. More dis­
agreement -was found with the theory and experimental results 
for the -winter conditions. However, this was mainly due to 
the failure to consider all the characteristics of the mater­
ials in using the standard procedure to calculate the 17 values 
for the roof sections. If the emissivities, absorptivities, 
etc., of the materials had been considered, then there would 
have been close agreement. 
Solar Heat Flow 
In the experimental work the order of the materials, in 
regard to the ascending order of the surface temperatures, was 
found to be the same as the order found in the theoretical 
analysis. On consideration of the five standard materials 
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vihlch were tested, the order of the materials in ascending 
temperatures "was aluminum, asbestos-cement shingles, •wood 
shingles, asphalt shingles and galvanissed steel. If the 
emissivities of the various materials had not been considered 
or if they had been considered to be the same, the theoreti­
cal order ??ould have been changed. An,example of this is the 
galvanized steel, v?hich absorbs less solar heat than •wood or 
asphalt but -which has a higher temperature. This fact is due 
to the lower emissivity of the steel -which means that its 
equilibrium temperature has to be higher than a material of 
high emissivity to give off an equal quantity of heat. 
One method used to check the theoretical analysis with 
the experimental results, -was to compare the actual solar 
energy absorbed by the roof sections during the day to the 
theoretical quantity given off by the roofing materials. The 
quantity of energy absorbed was determined by multiplying the 
solar energy striking the surface, as measured by the pyrhelio-
meter, by the absorptivity coefficient. To determine the 
theoretical quantity of heat given off by a given roof section 
during the day, the period was divided into hourly increments 
of time. The average temperatures of the outside air, the 
outside surface, the inside surface, and the compartment were 
determined from the experimental results for each hour. These 
values, along with the proper coefficients, were tben substi­
tuted into the right side of Equation 12, which is the theore­
tical heat given off by a material. Then by summing up the 
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theoretical quantities of heat given off by the material for 
each hour of the day, the theoretical quantity for the entire 
day was determined. The ahove procedure is illustrated "be­
low hy considering asphalt shingles for the ten-day period 
which was used in the experimental study. 
When the hour between 12:30 and Is30 P,A!. was selected, the 
following was found from the experimental data on the south 
side of the test houses 
Average outside air temperature r 85.9® F 
Average outside surface temperature » 135.3° F 
Average inside surface temperature = 117.5° F 
Average inside air temperature = 111,1® P 
Outside air velocity = 6.6 m,p.h. 
When the proper values for h^^, h^^ and 1%,^ from Figs. 
2 and 3 and Tables III and W were selected and substituted 
into Equation 12, the following is given: 
h^j^ for asphalt = 0.88 x hp^ (black body) 
I^a = 3.15(135.3 - 85.9) + 1.13(135.3 - 85.9) 
+ 0.41(117.5 - 111.1) 1.31(117.5 - 111.1) . 
Ij^a = 155.6 * 55.8 + 2,6 8.4 
z 222,4 Btu/ft^ hr (theoretical) 
The actual quantity of solar energy ehsorbed by the 
asphalt was x a which is as followss 
I^a = 2^3.0 X 0.89 s 225.2 Btu/ft2 hr (actual) 
The difference between the actual solar heat absorbed by the 
surface and the theoretical is 225«2 - 222,4 •which is 2,8 
Btu/ft^ hr. This is only 1,24 per cent difference which is 
well T^ithin experimental accuracy. 
As a further check, the above procedure was applied to 
all materials for the average conditions determined during 
the ten-day period. This was done for each hour of the day 
and summed up for all hours. The complete tabulation -with 
per cent of error is given in Table XX, 
Table XX 
Actual Solar Heat Absorbed by Materials as 
Compared to Theoretical Heat Given Off by Each 
Average Total Absorp- Solar Theoretical Differ-
Solar Heat tivity Heat Solar Heat enee in 
Roof Type Btu/ft^day Absorbed Absorbed Per Cent 
Btu/ft^ Btu/ft^ day of Total 
day 
A 1809.9 0.40 724.0 679.4 -6,16 
B 1809.9 0.26 470.6 507.6 +7.86 
C 1809.9 0.70 1266,9 1322,8 •^ 4.41 
D 1809.9 0.70 1266,9 1240,9 -2,05 
E 1809.9 O.06 119^ .5 1200.0 •••0,46 
F 1809.9 0.26 470.6 486.7 *3,42 
G 1809.9 0.26 470,6 507.9 •^ 7.92 
H 1809.9 0.89 1610,8 1609.9 -0.06 
I 1809.9 0.66 1194,5 1224.4 +2,50 
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In general the above indicates good agreement of the ex­
perimental work "With the theoretical analysis. The great­
est discrepancy between the experimental study and the theore­
tical development -was 7.92 per cent for the aluminum roofing 
over one inch solid sheathing. The closest agreement of the 
two was 0,06 per cent for the asphalt shingles over the solid 
deck. HoTKever the greatest difference is v.'ithin experimental 
accuracy for this type of vjork. For example if the absorp­
tivity of the aluminum had been 0.01 higher the above error 
would have been only 3.93 per cent, and if it had been 0,02 
higher the error would have been only 0,2 per cent. 
The per cent of error was largest for the materials with 
the lowest absorptivity* This would be expected since a 
small change in the absorptivity coefficient of the material 
with a low value would cause a higher change in the per cent 
of difference than it would for the materials of high ab­
sorptivity, Furthermore there is a possibility that some of 
the absorptivities to the materials used in this study were 
different from thise given in Table III, According to Jakob 
(16), the absorptivity of aluminum for solar radiation may 
be changed slightly due to oxidation. 
Another method of checking the agreement of the theore­
tical study with the experimental work was to use Equation 
18 to estimate the temperature in the compartments at a given 
time and then to compare it with the experimental value. This 
method of application of the formula is the same procedure 
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Twhich •would "be used for an actual "building. For making this 
computation the period from 2s30 to 3s30 P.M. was chosen. 
For this hour and the hour "before, the inside and outside 
temperatures remained almost constant. Hence this selection 
was made to minimize the effect of thermal capacity of the 
insulation "which is appreciable. For this illustration the 
solid sheathed aluminum covered compartment on the south side 
•was used as follows! 
Givens = 210.2 Btu/ft^ hr 
a a 0,26 
to = 87.9® F 
Wind velocity = 6,48 m.p.h. from south 
Area of floor : 18,9 ft^ 
Area of partition = 10,1 ft^ 
Center wall area z 18.6 ft^ 
Area of roof = 26,7 ft^ 
tJ value of floor = 0,0^2 Btu/ft^ hr ^ 
U value of partition = 0,62 Btu/ft^ hr °F 
TJ value of center wall = 0.062 Btu/ft^  hr F^ 
Determine the interior temperature of the compartment from 
Equation I8. 
Solutions 
Since there was no ventilation the equation reduces to 
the case of zero air change| hence Equation 19 was used as 
given "belows 
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r^ a (1 -
"t 
<>>00 * «Vo> * - |2(DK . . h,„) 
In order to get some approximate values for ^i» 
and R^, it -was necessary to assume some values for the 
inside temperature, the inside surface temperature, and the 
outside surface temperature. However, it should "be pointed 
out that the above coefficients vary only slightly for a 
given material over small ranges of temperatures. Hence the 
first estimation gives a relatively close ansvyer. With this 
in mind the following assumptions vjere mades 
When these values are substituted in the above equation and 
solved, an approximate value of ti was found as follows: 
tj. = 105° F 
t^g = 108° F 
tos = 115° 
then 
- 2,20 (due to wind) CO 
hj.Q = 1.22 X 0,11 = 0,134 
hci = 0,342 
HPJ^ = 1,260 X 0,90 = 1,134 
R-b = 3.04 
R35- s 2,32 
ti = 87.9 
(2.20+0,134)^ 0,07(1-^  1^ (0.07-^ 2.20+0.134) 
210.2 X 0.26 (1 - 1^ ) 
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ti s 87.9 * 273p-"l^ StirTTI^  
ti = 87.9 f 19.5 - 107.40 F 
The first assumptions and trial gave a relatively close 
answer. However, the inside temperature was assumed a little 
lo^ which gave values of h^^, h^^ , h^^ too lo^ and R-(j too 
highe To get more accurate values of tj^g and tQg, use was 
made of the relationship that the heat flowing out through 
the "Walls and floor is equal to the heat flowing in through 
the walls and floor is equal to the heat flowing in through 
the roof as follows: 
c^i ^ "^ is "" i^^  "* ^?i^^is " ^i^ ~ UK(t^ - t^) 
O.SOSCt^g - 107.4) • 1.13(tis - 107.4) = 0.07(107.4 - 87.9) 
1.44 tig = 156.0 
tj_S = 108.40 F 
Wow determining t^^ as followsJ 
i^s ~ "^ os " R!J^ "^ OS " ^ i^  
108.4 = tos - it^ <tos -
tos s 112.0° F 
Few values selected for the coefficients on the "basis of the 
determined temperatures are as follows? 
hco = 2.20 
hpo « 1.215 X 0.11 = 0.134 
h^ i — 0.26 
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hyi = 1.25 X 0.90 = 1.125 
— 2.96 
Rx = 2.32 
When these values -were substituted in the above equation and 
solved for tj[, the value of the inside temperature •was found 
as followss 
ti = 106.3° F 
The actual value of t^ as found in the experimental work 
was 104.7° F. Again this shows good agreement between the ex­
perimental work and the theoretical analysis. As a further 
check the same procedure •was followed for all compartments 
of the test house. The results are given in Table XXI along 
•with the actual values recorded in the experimental •work at 
the same time. 
Table XXI 
Comparison Bet^ween Actual Temperatures in 
Compartments and Temperatures Predicted 
by Equation 18 Developed in This Study 
Actual Temperature Pre­
Roof Type Temperature 
Op 
dicted by Formula 
op 
A 105.0 114.9 
B 99.1 103.0 C 109.2 116.7 
D 99.8 103.6 E 119.3 132.9 
F 107.6 107.7 G 104.7 106.3 
H 117.3 124,9 
I 108.6 115.3 
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This check did not sho'w as good agreement ^ ith the 
theoretical as did the one on the heat given off by the mater­
ial, HoTsever, this result was as expected since the insula­
tion of the compartments, the possible lack of air tightness, 
etc., entered into the calculations. There v?as definite 
evidence that more heat 'Was lost than calculations indicated. 
This would tend to lower the actual temperature in the build­
ing or compartment as it did in this test. Furthermore, if 
the temperature two inches below the roof surface had been 
used the agreement would have been closer. 
In spite of the above possible causes for discrepancy-
there was still good agreement. The same order of ascending 
temperatures was found experimentally as was determined in 
the theoretical 'study. Further evidence could be given show­
ing the agreement between the theoretical analysis and the 
experimental work. However it was not believed that further 
evidence was necessary in view of the above results. 
Heat Flow Outward 
The results of the winter study showed relatively good 
agreement with the theoretical development, A comparison of 
the calculated and measured U values of the various roof 
sections is shown in Table XXII, Theoretical calculations 
were made using the values of h^ and hp suggested in this 
study rather than the conventional surface coefficients as 
recommended by the Guide (1), 
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Table XXII 
A Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental 
U Values of Various Hoof Sections 
Roof Type 
Experimental 
U Values Btu/ 
ft2 hr 
Theoretical U Values 
Btu/ft2 hr c>P 
A 0.80 0.85 
B 1.30 1.10 
C 0.47 0.44 
E 0.77 0.78 
F 0.69 0.68 
G 0.42 0.40 
E 0.48 0.44 
In all cases except one the experimental IT value was 
greater than the theoretical U value. This again indicates 
that more heat was probably lost through the floor than 'Was 
calculated theoretically, or there was possibly some infil­
tration of outside air which •was unaccounted for in the ex­
perimental work. However, the agreement of the experimental 
work with the theoretical analysis was still good. Indica­
tions are that the theoretical values, as determined when 
radiation and convection and conduction are considered, are 
close enough for most purposes. 
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SUMMRY 
The inforimtion presented herein was based on a 
theoretical analysis and an experimental study of the effect 
of roofing materials on the temperature in farm buildings 
under summer and winter conditions. It was a part of the 
over-all study which is being carried on by the Iowa Agri­
cultural Experiment Station to determine how various fac­
tors affect the temperature in farm buildings under both 
summer and winter conditions. 
This study included five different roofing materials, 
namely, (1) corrugated aluminum sheet, (2) asbestos-cement 
shingles, (3) asphalt shingles, (4) galvanized corrugated 
steel sheet, and (5) wood shingles. Variations in treat­
ment of the materials and in construction of the roofs were 
as followss (1) white paint on galvanized corrugated sheet 
steel, (2) aluminum paint on galvanized corrugated sheet 
steel, (3) solid wood sheathing under aluminum, and (4-) 
aluminum foil insulation in the roof section with wood 
shingles. 
In the theoretical analysis, heat balances were made to 
determine the temperature each material would attain, and 
the temperature to which the interior of a building would 
rise, before reaching equilibrium, v'ith respect to the energy 
received from the sun and the quantity of heat transmitted to 
the surrounding air by radiation, conduction, and convection. 
A study was also made of heat flow outward through the 
materials under ^'inter conditions. Methods vjere developed to 
predict (a) the quantity of solar energy absorbed and trans­
mitted to the underside of the roof for given conditions, (I D) 
the temperature under a given roof section, and (c) the heat 
fl0Ti5 outward through roof sections. In the development of 
these .lods, it was assumed that the follo^jsing v?ere known? 
(1) the quantity of solar energy incident upon the surface, 
(2) the absorptivity of the material for solar radiation, (3) 
the emissivity of the material at ordinary temperatures, (4) 
the outside.temperature, (5) the wind velocity, (6) the ther­
mal capacity of stored products, and (7) the "AU factor" of the 
understructure. 
To check the theoretical hypothesis an experimental study 
was made. This part of the investigation included four phases 
of work as followss (1) the measurement of solar energy ab­
sorbed and transmitted to the underside of roof sections by 
an air duct, (2) the measurement of temperatures under roof 
sections in insulated compartments with zero air change, (3) 
a field study of temperatures in buildings covered with var­
ious roofing materials, and (4) the measurement of heat flow 
outward tlirough the vsrious roof sections under winter condi­
tions. 
In the measurement of solar energy absorbed and trans­
mitted to the underside of roof sections by an air duct, roof 
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sections "Were placed over a duct through which air was "blo-wn. 
The duct 'Was 6" x 24" x 24'-0" in cross section and ys&s in­
sulated on three sides with six inches of corkhoard. The 
duct "Was mounted on an adjustable frame -whereby it could be 
oriented or elevated so that the roof surface -mould be nor­
mal to the rays of the sun. By measurement of the tempera­
ture of the entering and leaving air after thermalequilibrium 
was established, it was possible to determine the quantity 
of ener T 'S'hich was transmitted to the underside of the roof 
section. 
In the second phase of the study, the roof sections 
were placed on a 45 degree slope over well insulated compart­
ments with north and south facings. Temperatures in the mid­
dle of the compartments, two inches below the inside surface, 
against the inside and outside surface, and of the outside 
air were recorded. The quantity of solar energy striking the 
roof surfaces was measured by a pyrheliometer, Wind veloci­
ty was measured by an annemometer. The results obtained in 
this study checked closely with the theoretical analysis 
which indicated that roofing material m.ay have considerable 
effect on the temperature in the building. 
The field study included the measurement of temperatures 
in several typical farm buildings. Buildings included in 
this portion of the study were farrowing houses covered with 
aluminum and asphalt shingles, shade and range shelters 
covered with five different roofing materials, end a hay mow 
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in a "barn covered ^ith aluminum. Although the results -were 
mainly qualitative in nature, they did indicate that consi­
derable variation in temperatures existed in buildings covered 
'With different roofing materials. 
The last phase of the study consisted of the determina­
tion of U values of roof sections under various -winter con­
ditions, The same test house with the insulated compartments 
which was used in the summer study -was used in this study. 
All compartments "Were heated with electrical elements to the 
same thermostatically controlled temperature. By the deter­
mination of the energy required to maintain the inside tem­
perature and with the outside temperature known, it was pos­
sible to calculate the U values of the roof sections. Again 
theagreement between the experimental and the theoretical 
studies was relatively close. 
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CONCLTJBIONS 
From the results of this study, the folloi^sing conclu­
sions ^ere drawns 
1. The interior temperature of a "building may "be ac­
curately calculated "by Equation 18, which "vijas developed in 
this study, if the characteristics of the roofing materials, 
the solar heat impinging on the roof, the outside temperature, 
the "ATJ factor" of the understructure, and the quantity of air 
change are k;no"wn, 
2. The quantity of solar heat absorbed and transmitted 
to the interior of a building at a given temperature may be 
readily calculated by Equation 12, which -was developed in this 
study. 
3. The temperature of a roofing material and the solar 
energy absorbed and transmitted by it to the interior of a 
building are dependent on the characteristics of the material, 
4-. The main characteristics of a roofing material af­
fecting temperature and heat transmission to the interior are 
its absorptivity for solar energy, its emissivity at or'^.inary 
temperatures, and the conductivity of the material, 
5. Roofing materials having approximately equal con­
ductivity coefficients have large differences in temperatures 
and result in large differences in the interior temperatures 
if one has a higher absorptivity for solar radiation than 
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the other. 
6. Roofing materials having the same absorptivity for 
solflr radiation, but having different emissivities at ordin­
ary temperatures, result in different interior temperatures 
for a given condition with the material ^ith the highest 
emissivity having the lo"west interior temperatures, 
7. A material with high outside emissivity and low in­
side emissivity is desirable if other things are constant, 
as this results in a low roofing temperature and the trans­
mission of a small quantity of energy to the interior. 
8. The addition of a solid sheathing is more benefi­
cial to materials with high emissivities than to materials 
with low emissivities, 
9. Corrugated aluminum sheet roofing is the most ef­
fective of the five roofing materials tested in this study 
in the prevention of the absorption and the transmission of 
solar energy to the interior of a building. 
10, Solid sheathing is not recommended for corrugated 
aluminum sheet roofing for the purpose of adding insulation 
to prevent solar heat from being transmitted to the interior, 
11, White paint is the most effective surface treatment 
in the prevention of the absorption and transmission of solar 
energy to the interior. 
12, Steel painted with white paint is more effective 
than any other roofing material or surface treatment used in 
this study in preventing the absorption and transmission of 
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solar energy to the interior, 
13. Wind increases the rate of heat loss of the out­
side surface of the roofing material; hence the equilibrium 
temperature is lo^wered and the quantity of heat transmitted 
to the interior is lowered, 
14. The average maximum temperature in buildings covered 
with the various roofing materials used in this study, ranges 
from 99.8° F for insulated wood shingles to 121.9® F for gal­
vanized corrugated steel for the conditions of this study. 
15. The most effective method to prevent the absorp­
tion and transmission of solar heat to the interior is to 
paint the outside surface of the roofing material vjith "white 
paint and the interior surface ipJith aluminum paint. 
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Appendix 1 
Constants for Figuring Over-all Heat Conductivity 
Coefficients for Roof Sections 
C for aluminum (26 gage - 0,019" thick) = 7^^500 
C for galvanized steel (28 gage - 0.0156" thick)= 20,000 
C for asbestos cement shingles = 6,0 
C for asphalt shingles - 6.5 
C for Twood shingle = 1,28 
C for paper and sheathing = 0.71 
C for al, foil infra type 4 accordion insul. 
(horiz. up) = 0.083 
C for al. foil infra type 4 accordion insul, 
(horiz, do^-^n) = 0.052 
C for al. foil infra type 4 accordion insul. 
(vertical) 0,100 
C for celotex = 0.30 
k for fir lumber = 0,70 
k for "loose-fill" cornstalk insulation = 0.26 
U for all partition wall (no wind) = 0.062 
U for floor of compartment = 0,052 
Floor area for compartments = 18,9 sq.ft 
Roof area for compartments = 26.7 sq.ft 
Center wall area compartments - 18,6 sq.ft 
Partition wall area compartments = 10.1 sq.ft 
Outside surface conductance coefficients with varying 
wind velocity are given in Figure 2, page 43. 
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Appendix 2 
Conversion Constants for the Pyrheliometer 
252 gram - calories « 1 Btu 
929 sq, cm. = 1 sq.'ft. 
1 gni - cal/cm^ s s 3,687 Btii/ft^ 
Pyrheliometer constants 1.72 millivolts ~ 1 gm-csl/min/cm^ 
1.72 millivolts = 30687 Btu/min/ft^  
or 1 millivolt = = 2~,144- Btu/min/ft^ 
a 2.144 X 60 s 128.6 Btu/hr/ft2 
Chart travel per hour = 1.375" 
Distance for 1 millivolt = 3.290" 
Area for 128.6 Btu/hr/ft^ = 3,29 x 1.375 = 4.^24 sq.in. 
1 in,2 chart area = = 28,44 Btu/sq.ft. 
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Appendix 3 
Form for Recording of Winter Data. 
Test House Data For Heat Losses Through Various 
Roof Sections Under Io"wa Winter Conditions 
Observer Date 
Length of Period (hrs.) _____ Average Outside Temp, in ^  
Total Solar Heat in Btu/sq.ft. Impinging on: A Horizontal 
Surface the South Slope the North Slope 
South Facing 
Com­
part­
ment 
Cur­
rent 
Kw.hr. 
Total 
Heat 
Btu 
Avg.:Floor:Floor 
Temp: Area: Loss 
^ :,Sa.ft! Btu 
Roof 
Area 
Sa.ft 
Roof 
Loss 
Btu 
U-Btu/ : 
hr/s^ .fts 
A • • • • a • 
B « • • « • * 
C • • • • • • 
D • * • • • • 
E • • « • • 
P • « « • • • 
G * » • • * • 
H • • • • • 
I • • « m o • 
North Facing 
A • • a a 
B , • * • « 
C • • « • 
D • • • • 
E • » 
F • « • • 
G • • • • 
H • * • • 
I • • 
Weather: Sky Precipitation 
Wind: Direction Average Velocity 
Humidity in percent: Beginning 
middle _______ and end of period _ 
Remarks: 
